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Letter from the Editor 
The Round Table That Wasn't 

 

The first issue of Russell's Quarterly was strictly a one-man 

show.  This was by accident rather than by design. 

 
When I first started work on this magazine early last year, I had asked several 

people if they might not contribute an article or two; I felt that having opinions 

besides my own would result in a better, more well-rounded, and less polemic 

magazine. 

 

And while those writers agreed, and while they promised to deliver 

throughout the first issue's long gestation period, the long and short of it is that 

nothing materialized.  I wasn't angry about it; rather, I was disappointed.  I 

really should have seen it coming all along. 

 

As I was finalizing the first issue, I hit upon what I felt to be an ingenious and 

fool-proof plan to ensure more diversity in its sequel: I would invite some 

friends over, buy a couple of pizzas, and we'd talk for two or three hours 

about a genre we all had a certain affection-- no, lovelovelovelove!-- for, the role-playing 

game.  I would transcribe the conversation, and, bingo!, instant cover feature. 

 

And all four of them agreed, and we set about the business of coordinating 

schedules.  This process began in December of last year.  As of this March, it 

became readily apparent that my fool-proof plan wasn't so fool-proof, and that 

the lure of free pizza was not the siren call I had thought it was. 

 

And so-- the long and short of it is-- here we are again, issue two, 

once again a one-man show. 
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I'm still a bit disappointed.  And it's not 

because I feel particularly let down, per 

se-- everyone has lives to live-- or even 

that I was looking forward to not 
churning out seventy-plus pages on my 

lonesome.  (Those of you who wonder 

why it's only a quarterly, well, that's why.)  

No, I'm really disappointed not in my 

capacity as editor or as writer, but as a 

reader. 

 

I started this magazine, as I hinted at 

somewhat in last issue's Letter from the 

Editor, because I've found the majority of 

other video gaming magazines to be 

lacking. 

 

I don't care about what engine allows the 

best graphical rendering, or which 

characters will return in the sequel to a 

big fighting game.  I don't want to look at 

huge screenshots from games that haven't 

been released yet and I'm not interested 

in rumours and industry gossip and top 

ten lists. 

 

What I really wanted to read about was 

game design and thoughts on the video 

game art form.  And one time out of ten 

I'd be lucky enough to get two or three 

good, in-depth pages of information and 

criticism, usually wedged somewhere 

between a two-page ad for a new first-

person shooter and an anti-drug PSA.  

And, again, I'm not trying to knock those 

magazines.  They not only serve a 

purpose but they also have commercial 

considerations.  It's really not feasible for 

them to devote twenty-six pages to a 

relatively obscure but incredibly 

interesting fifteen year-old platformer like 

M. C. KidsM. C. KidsM. C. KidsM. C. Kids. 

 

But that was the kind of thing I found 

myself craving.  Depth.  Controversy.  

Discussion.  Some intellectual heft.  And 

so, because I couldn't find much of it 

elsewhere, I started Russell's Quarterly. 
 

But that didn't really solve the problem.  

Rereading my own essays doesn't really 

stimulate my imagination or challenge my 

preconceptions; it's really just a form of 

mental masturbation.  If this project, and 

my enthusiasm for it, is to survive-- it's 

only if I can find new voices, new ideas, 

and new contributors. 

 

Which brings us to the one million dollar 

question: what am I looking for? 
 

I'm looking for depth, for substance, for 

creativity, for controversy.  I'm looking 

for intelligence.  I'm not looking for 

gossip, top ten lists or witty put-downs.  

The focus is less on regular "features" and 

more on content, with no real restrictions 

on length. 

 

That aside, I guess the real question is, 

what do youyouyouyou want to write? 

 

Any and all submission requests, as well 

as correspondence, can be sent to 

russellsquarterly@yahoo.com 

 

Tom Russell, Editor 
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LexiconLexiconLexiconLexicon    

MimeticMimeticMimeticMimetic and  and  and  and NonNonNonNon----Mimetic ElementsMimetic ElementsMimetic ElementsMimetic Elements    
    
    

I take gaming very seriously.  I'm not so egotistical that I think I'm special in 

this regard; many game designers, players, journalists-- and the odd 

businessman-- consider video games to be a valid art form worthy of 

attention.  But all too often this attention is lavished on eye-popping visuals, 

evocative music, and blockbuster storytelling-- epic battles that live in your 

memory, deep characterizations revealed in compelling cut-scenes, 

emotional journeys that exhaust and inspire you-- all too often, then, 

attention is paid to things that undermine the argument that they are an art 

form in the first place, to mimetic elements instead of nonmimetic ones. 
  
Things that are mimetic have the capacity 

to be mimicked.  Those elements that 

video games borrow from other art 

forms-- those qualities that they can 

mimic , such as storytelling, dialogue, and 

musical scoring-- are mimetic elements, 

while those exclusive to video games-- 

those things that cannot be mimicked in 

or borrowed by any other form of art-- 

are nonmimetic.  
  
If the nonmimetic qualities are those that 

define the art form, what are those 

qualities?  Is it possible for a video game 

to borrow nothing from other art forms-- 

to be a "pure" game?  Would such a game 

still be fun?  If the increasing dominance 

of mimetic qualities-- storytelling, 

characterization, production values-- 

garners more serious attention among 

non-gamers, why should they be seen as 

negatives?  
  
These are the questions that this 

magazine will explore, sometimes directly 

and sometimes obliquely, and the 

answers will most likely change from 

issue to issue, article to article, and even 

paragraph to paragraph.  That's because, 

in regards to art, there are no absolutes, 

and things are very seldom clearly 

defined. 
  
All that being said, let's take a quick 

look at those things that make 

video games a unique-- and 

exciting-- art form. 
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Nonmimetic Elements of Video GameNonmimetic Elements of Video GameNonmimetic Elements of Video GameNonmimetic Elements of Video Gamessss 
  
The first, most obvious, and most 

important element of a video game is the 

ability to play it-- interactivity.  This is not 

possible in any other medium or art 

form, and indeed, it is this element that is 

often cited as evidence that video games 

are not art.   
  
Real art (we are told) is about an active 

creator and a passive audience; we are 

guided and manipulated through a finite 

experience with a beginning, middle, and 

end; we look where he wants us to look 

and see what he wants us to see.  There 

is, of course, still room for interpretation, 

and while one audience member and 

another might have vastly different points 

of view on what they've experienced, the 

experience-- in the end-- is the same. 
  
And, if one defines art so narrowly, then, 

yes, video games are excluded.  This 

definition also excludes performance and 

installation art, two of the most 

important innovations of the twentieth 

century, because they require an 

audience that actively participates in the 

work.  In requiring art to be finite and 

definitive, it excludes some of the most 

important works of music-- such as Terry 

Riley's In C and the entirety of jazz, both 

of which depend on spontaneity. And, if 

you think about it, this would also 

exclude any kind of live performance-- 

including a play or an opera-- because the 

experience varies from one night to the 

next. 
  
If "artness" is determined by 

definitiveness-- by a uniformity 

of experience-- then anything that allows 

ad-libbing, on either the part of the 

performer or the audience, would not, by 

this definition, strictly be art.  The plays 

themselves-- the texts-- might be art, but 

the performance-- the human element, 

the entire point of a play -- wouldn't 

count.  For how can an experience be art 

if it cannot be duplicated? 
  
Obviously, I disagree strongly with this 

definition.  It's limiting and repressive, 

and tips the scale disproportionately in 

favour of narrative art forms.
1
  And, 

because video games are predicated upon 

a relationship between an active author 

and an active audience-- or, to put it 

another way, on a work of art in which 

both designer and player are creators 

without an audience-- they are not, 

cannot, and should not be concerned 

with telling traditionally structured stories. 
  
What they should and are primarily 

concerned with is the creation of an 

experience-- an active experience-- 

defined by possibilities.  The increasingly 

popular open world genre, like the 

adventure game before it, gives the player 

dozens of options, dozens of ways to 

explore, play, and win-- well, in theory 

anyway.
2
  In more linear games, like 

many of the 8-bit (or "third generation") 

platformers, the sheer number of choices 

                                                 
1 Though one should note that it doesn't 

explicitly rule out paintings, sculptures, et 

cetera, as long as they are spatially finite; 

this definition of art excludes the 

possibility of growth and change. 
2
 Too often the adventure genre only 

gives the illusion of choice.  Later in this 

piece I'll be briefly discussing the illusion 

of choice; the curious reader might also 

want to refer to the review of Fedora Fedora Fedora Fedora 

SpadeSpadeSpadeSpade in our first issue for a somewhat 

fuller but by no means exhaustive 

discussion of the adventure genre. 
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is whittled down to something more 

manageable and intuitive: in Super Mario Super Mario Super Mario Super Mario 

Bros.Bros.Bros.Bros., for example, the player is limited 

to eight basic actions.
3
  This is 

augmented, of course, by the various 

ways in which those actions can be 

applied to the game's world-- the bells 

and whistles that make it sing without 

overwhelming the simple, clear, and 

perfect melody at the heart of the game.
4 

  
Interactivity, choice, and player 

autonomy, limited by the systemic rules 

and winning conditions devised by the 

game's creator-- these are the non-

mimetic qualities of the video game art 

form.  One could argue, of course, that 

these qualities are not exclusive to video 

games, but rather to games-- and sports-- 

in general.  And while I think the 

arguments I made above could also be 

used to argue for the artistic merits of 

other types of games, I think it's more 

important to make a distinction between 

them and video games-- a distinction that 

more clearly aligns the latter with the 

seven classical arts: traditional games are 

merely systems, blueprints for an 

experience, invitations.  They are empty 

until there are two or more players to fill 

them, and the your resultant enjoyment 

of the game depends as much, if not 

more, on the skill of your opponent as 

the game's design.  Even single-player 

games, like solitaire, require an opponent 

                                                 
3
 Walking, running, jumping, climbing, 

ducking, swimming, firing a fireball and 

entering a pipe. 
4
 No matter what topic is under 

discussion, I'm probably going to come 

back to Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros. and how it 

does it better.  You had better get used to 

it now. 

to play against, though in that case the 

opponent is mere random chance. 
  
A video game, on the other hand, pits the 

intelligence of the creator against that of 

the player.  It's not an empty system, but 

rather one that is brimming with 

possibilities and creativity from both sides 

of the spectrum.  And-- more than a sport 

of a board game-- video games are a 

molded experience, capable of borrowing 

from other mediums in order to create 

meaning and thematic resonance.  A 

football game can't really be gloomy like 

CastlevaniaCastlevaniaCastlevaniaCastlevania or sprightly like the MarioMarioMarioMario 

series; even the best games of scrabble 

can't make you question violence 

like WolfWolfWolfWolf
5555
 and Texas Hold 'Em can't be 

explored like the worlds of ZeldaZeldaZeldaZelda or 

MetroidMetroidMetroidMetroid.  
  
Video games can create feelings, 

stimulate thoughts, and provide 

immersive experiences-- and if that's not 

art, what is?  Sometimes these effects are 

created by non-mimetic elements, and 

many times-- and this is a valid point-- the 

heavy lifting is done by the elements 

borrowed from the other art forms.  But, 

as we shall soon see, that capacity, in and 

of itself, also marks it as an art form.  The 

capacity of board games, card games, and 

sports to borrow is, by contrast, extremely 

limited. 
  

No Art Is An IslandNo Art Is An IslandNo Art Is An IslandNo Art Is An Island 
  
All the arts borrow from each other; one 

form can never exist in complete 

isolation. 
  
Taking a look at the seventh art, film, at 

its most basic-- the silent era-- we can 

                                                 
5
 See the review later in this issue. 
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readily see the elements it borrows from 

the stage (acting), literature (intertitles), 

and, of course, photography.  It seemed 

to many at the time-- and, with increasing 

infrequency, this opinion still persists in 

some circles today-- that it was, at best, a 

bastard art form, suitable only for 

diversion and mass entertainment.  But 

these attacks began to subside, and 

serious consideration of film as an art 

form become more fashionable, as its 

defining non-mimetic quality-- montage 

or editing-- became more prominent.  

The combination of images and sound, 

moving temporarily, is something that no 

other art form can do.
6 

  
At the same time, film could not and 

cannot exist without the influence of and 

mimetic qualities borrowed from the art 

forms that preceded it.  Even 

experimental films, such as the rapid-

paced non-narrative non-actor non-sound 

films of Stan Brakhage, borrow 

extensively from painting.
7 

  
If art forms, then, cannot exist without 

the existence of at least some of the other 

art forms, it is ridiculous to criticize one 

art form for borrowing heavily from 

another.  The arts are not static, separate 

pillars but rather fluid and dynamic, 

defined not alone but by their 

relationships with one another, like actors 

in a play or members of a family.  
  

                                                 
6
 Though modern music, with its 

emphasis on sampling and the mixing of 

several layers, borrows the aural element 

of film editing to a lesser degree. 
7
 And, of course, photography-- both 

black and white-- descends fairly directly 

from painting in and of itself, while 

managing to establish its own traditions. 

At the same time, those actors, those 

family roles, and those art forms have 

their own identities; when one of these 

sacrifices or hides its individuality, instead 

becoming overwhelmed or dominated by 

other personalities in the group-- non-

films such as Jarman's Blue and Godard's 

Dear Jane, or the glorified Choose-Your-

Own Adventure game Dragon's LairDragon's LairDragon's LairDragon's Lair, in 

which any semblance of interactivity was 

dwarfed by the cinematically-lush 

animation of Don Bluth-- the results are 

less than stellar. 

 

 
 

Works of art tend to be better works of 

art if they play to the strengths of their 

particular art form, if the relationship 

between its own identity and the 

influence of other arts gives more weight 

to the former. 
  
But perhaps more important-- or, at the 

very least, more interesting-- than mimetic 

elements, non-mimetic elements, and the 

balance between them is the way an art 

form uses mimetic elements non-

mimetically.  Plays and novels both used 

dialogue, but only film (and, later, 

comics) could provide a visual 

counterpoint to the words.  (Consider, 

for example, the stellar Jason Robards 

monologue in Magnolia, in which his 

words, spoken on his death-bed, are 
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contrasted with the lives of all the 

characters in the film and their various 

locales.)  All three forms (and many 

others) use characters, but (arguably) only 

prose can truly explore the inner depths 

of a character's mind with any kind of 

complexity. 
  

While all the visual art forms naturally 

use visuals, it is only in a video game that 

the visual component imparts game play 

information (player status, spatial 

relationships between players and 

enemies); it is, of course, only in video 

games that there is game play information 

to impart.  Aural elements also impart 

this information-- often the same exact 

information
8
-- and both can also 

contribute to a game's mood or 

atmosphere, which can, in turn, subtly 

influence playing styles. 
  
It is seldom that storytelling elements-- 

arguably the one mimetic element that 

gets the most attention from today's 

gamers and game journalists-- are used 

non-mimetically.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 Though it doesn't have to be this way.  

Check out my review of ShushShushShushShush in our first 

issue, and also my article Visionary 
Sound in the twelfth issue of Game 
Maker Tech. 

More often that not, the impetus to tell a 

story crowds out and limits interactivity 

and player autonomy.  And this is 

trumpeted as maturity and progress, and 

that is extremely disheartening. 
  
The prevailing wisdom, I suppose, is that 

it is impossible to reconcile narrative with 

an inherently non-narrative art form, so 

why even bother?  I'm not so sure about 

that, myself; while I'm firmly entrenched 

with the game play-first crowd, I am, 

above all things, an optimist, and the 

possibility of telling stories in a way that 

only a video game can tell them-- through 

game-play, interactivity, and player 

choice-- is something to be optimistic 

about, don't you think? 
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had to say about video games was invalid in the first place because I had had to say about video games was invalid in the first place because I had had to say about video games was invalid in the first place because I had had to say about video games was invalid in the first place because I had 

chosen chosen chosen chosen M.C. KidsM.C. KidsM.C. KidsM.C. Kids as the cover feature of my first issue as the cover feature of my first issue as the cover feature of my first issue as the cover feature of my first issue-------- a game he had  a game he had  a game he had  a game he had 

never actually playenever actually playenever actually playenever actually played and a magazine he refuses to read until I review a game d and a magazine he refuses to read until I review a game d and a magazine he refuses to read until I review a game d and a magazine he refuses to read until I review a game 

that came out within the last month.that came out within the last month.that came out within the last month.that came out within the last month.     That conversation was, as you may have  That conversation was, as you may have  That conversation was, as you may have  That conversation was, as you may have 

guessed, very heated, extremely combative, and quite unpleasant, though in guessed, very heated, extremely combative, and quite unpleasant, though in guessed, very heated, extremely combative, and quite unpleasant, though in guessed, very heated, extremely combative, and quite unpleasant, though in 

the end it was ultimately useful because it spthe end it was ultimately useful because it spthe end it was ultimately useful because it spthe end it was ultimately useful because it spurred me to write this urred me to write this urred me to write this urred me to write this 

introductory section as a statement of intent, disclaimer, road map, summary, introductory section as a statement of intent, disclaimer, road map, summary, introductory section as a statement of intent, disclaimer, road map, summary, introductory section as a statement of intent, disclaimer, road map, summary, 
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And so.And so.And so.And so.     Let me begin by saying that this article concerns the RPG, which Let me begin by saying that this article concerns the RPG, which Let me begin by saying that this article concerns the RPG, which Let me begin by saying that this article concerns the RPG, which    I I I I 
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Some of the things I have to say about the genre in general naturally do not Some of the things I have to say about the genre in general naturally do not Some of the things I have to say about the genre in general naturally do not Some of the things I have to say about the genre in general naturally do not 

apply to these offapply to these offapply to these offapply to these off----shootsshootsshootsshoots.... 
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And, in fact, some of my generalizations 

do not apply to every single RPG (for 

example, the original Dragon Dragon Dragon Dragon QuestQuestQuestQuest 

features a party of one).  There are 

exceptions to every rule, and my 

conversational antagonist, whose 

knowledge of the genre is more 

exhaustive than my own, was more than 

ready to trumpet them as proof that I had 

no idea what I was talking about-- that any 

generalization is invalid if it does not 

apply to all things across the board, 

which, to my mind, misinterprets the 

definition if not the purpose of a 

generalization.  Let me provide an 

example to illustrate my point here. 
  
The sidescrolling platformer has a 

number of tropes that have come to 

define it: power-ups, for example, or 

jumping.  But just because M.C. KidsM.C. KidsM.C. KidsM.C. Kids has 

no power-ups and BBBBionic Commandoionic Commandoionic Commandoionic Commando 

has no jumping doesn't make them any 

less platformers nor does it make those 

tropes any less definitive. 
  
I've played several RPGs over the last 

fifteen years, both popular and obscure: 

I'm certainly not the quivering and 

uncomprehending newbie he thinks I 

am, but neither am I the RPG fanatic that 

he is.  Does this mean that anything I 

have to say about the genre is worthless? 
  
Some of you might agree with him, and 

some of you might disagree; I know I do.  

So take what I say in the pages that follow 

with that grain of salt. 
  
I understand my friend's reaction to my 

arguments-- not intellectually, but 

emotionally.  This is a guy who eats, 

sleeps, breaths and possibly dates RPGs-- 

this is a man who loves them.  And 

people tend to get rather fierce when you 

attack something they love-- or, rather, 

when they think you're attacking it. 
  
Let me be clear about this: this is 

not an attack or a harangue.  I love 

RPGs, I enjoy playing them, and I 

enjoy talking about them.  At the 

same time, I have my reservations 

about certain aspects of the genre-- 

aspects that are at once the genre's 

greatest strength and most glaring 

weakness.  
 

 "It sounds like you don't want RPGs to 

be RPGs," my friend said, though his 

language was a bit more colourful.  But 

that's not true; I'm not saying, Here's all 

the things that are wrong with RPGs.  I'm 

saying, Here's some things that make 

RPGs what they are, and here's what's 

cool about those things and here's what's 

not so cool.  And I'll look at some of the 

ways the genre, and the art form itself, is 

evolving-- an evolution that moves both 

genre and medium farther away from 

themselves.  Finally, I'll look at the 

potential inherent in the genre-- potential 

that's only been glimpsed in fits and starts 

without ever being fully realized. 
  
And that, in a nutshell, is what awaits you 

in the pages that follow.  It's by no means 

definitive, nor is it meant to be; it's the 

start of a discussion, not its end. 
  
And so, with all that out of the way-- let's 

begin!
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I. I. I. I. What Makes an RPG What Makes an RPG What Makes an RPG What Makes an RPG an RPG?an RPG?an RPG?an RPG?    
 

The three letters stand for Role-Playing 

Game: quite literally, a game in which 

one plays a role.  It is a source of 

confusion for the layperson
1
 that the 

games we call RPGs doesn't actually allow 

one to play a role, at least not beyond the 

sense that almost all video games ask the 

player to adopt the roles of Mario, Sonic, 

Chun-Li
2
, Link, Samus, et al. 

  
The name derives, of course, from its 

pencil-and-paper
3
 brethren, created 

and/or popularized by the late, great Gary 

Gygax and the not late, still great Dave 

Arneson with Dungeons and Dragons-- 

itself an evolution of table-top tactics 

games within a high-fantasy setting.  Their 

genius was to focus the game not on 

grand-scale conflict and the battlefield 

strategy it entails, but on characterization 

and storytelling.  There are no real 

"winners" or "losers" of a D & D session 

or campaign.  
  
The game instead revolves around the 

concept of experience levels and 

experience points.  Roughly translated, 

the higher a character's experience level, 

the more powerful, skillful, and adept 

they are.   One of the greatest pleasures 

in Dungeons and Dragons (and other 

traditional role-playing games, regardless 

of setting) is that of character-building : 

slowly, over the course of many sessions, 

progressing your character from a weak 

first-level greenhorn into a level twenty 

                                                 
1  Or "noob". 
2 She can hit me with her spinning bird 

kick any time. 
3 And dice-and-rule-books-and-DM-

screen-and-figurines-and-pizza. 

powerhouse.  Experience levels are 

determined by earning a certain number 

of experience points; experience 

levels are progress benchmarks in what is 

essentially an open-ended game. 

 

 
  
Experience points, in turn, are earned 

not only by tangible measures of success-- 

the vanquishing of enemies and the 

discovery of treasure-- but also by how 

well you play your character.  Do you act 

the way he would act?  Does he change 

or grow?  Does he have his own way of 

speaking?  Are you able to find an in-

game reason to excuse yourself to the 

bathroom? 
  
It's a game that brings out the ham, and 

the storyteller, and the nerd in all of us.  

What separates it from childhood make-

believe, and the ensuing I got you, no you 

didn't you missed, yes I did arguments is 

the presence of rules.  Rules, numbers, 

and the role of a die (or, for that matter, 
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the role of three dice) make the game 

fair-- sometimes brutally so.  Gygax, who 

never met a statistic or an equation he 

didn't like, created an impressive number 

of tables, rules, and procedures. 

 

 
  
To say that this game, this strange and 

wondrous hybrid of community theater 

and mathletes, was popular among the 

geek populace would be something of an 

understatement.  It was huge, and what's 

more, it was huge the world over.  In 

Japan, a role-playing campaign even 

served as the basis of an entire animated 

series, The Record of Lodoss War.  But, 

more importantly, it also served as the 

basis of an entire genre of video game. 
  
In both cases, however, it proved an 

imperfect adaptation.  While a film or 

book can capture the depth of 

storytelling, setting, and character present 

in a D & D campaign, it can never 

capture the system.  At best, it can adapt 

a certain campaign but it fails to adapt the 

game itself.  A video game, on the other 

hand, is a good fit for such a translation, 

since both types of games, after all, are 

games.  Both are comprised of systems, 

and so the systems, rules, and equations 

at the heart of Gygax's masterwork are 

intact. 

 But there is something else that is lost in 

translation.  Because just as it is 

impossible to meaningfully translate a 

game into a film, it is also impossible to 

translate the actual act of playing a role 

into a video game.  A computer, no 

matter how sophisticated, cannot 

recognize ingenuity, creativity, emotion 

and texture; it cannot have an opinion of 

its own but rather classify things binarily.  

And, likewise, a video game, no matter 

how complex or deep its user interface, 

could not permit the player the free range 

of possibilities open to them in a pencil-

and-paper role-playing game-- that is, all 

the possibilities open to them in life. 
  
Even the Rogue-like genre

4
, which more 

faithfully replicates the amount of choices 

available to and pressures acting upon a 

player in a "real" role-playing game, still 

falls short because a game cannot, and 

most likely never will, be able to 

anticipate anything a human brain can 

think of.  And while it does ask the player 

to play as their character, the subsequent 

rewards for doing this well and 

punishments for doing this poorly is 

really based on very limited systemic 

notions of the player's alignment-- i.e., if a 

lawful good character steals, he is likely to 

anger his deity.  The MMORPG allows 

its various players more room for 

characterization by allowing them to 

interact, but because the characterization 

is not rewarded as it is in a game of D & 

D, it is not emphasized. 
  
And so, in translating a role-playing game 

into an art form that does not allow role-

playing, what remains?  The system itself. 
                                                 
4 The most prominent examples being, of 

course, RogueRogueRogueRogue and NetHackNetHackNetHackNetHack, the latter of 

which was reviewed in our first issue. 
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"Pen-and-paper role-playing is live theater and computer games are 

television. People want the convenience and instant gratification of 

turning on the TV rather than getting dressed up and going out to 

see a live play. In the same way, the computer is a more 

immediately accessible way to play games." 
  ==E. Gary GygaxE. Gary GygaxE. Gary GygaxE. Gary Gygax, The New York Times (27 February 2006) 

 

Experience PointsExperience PointsExperience PointsExperience Points 

  

At the most basic level, any kind of RPG-

- regardless of medium or sub-genre-- is 

based on the mechanic of starting out 

very weak and gradually becoming 

stronger.  In regards to the experience 

point system, this mechanic manifests 

itself numerically: each character in a 

player's party has a number of statistics, 

representing his agility, his defensive 

abilities, his attack power, et cetera, the 

most important of which is his maximum 

number of hit points
5
.  With each 

increase in experience level, all of these 

statistics increase incrementally: the 

player becomes faster, his attacks more 

reliable and damaging, his defenses 

stronger, and his pool of hit points 

higher. 

  

But this basic mechanic also extends far 

beyond the experience points system, and 

in fact informs just about every element 

of play: you start the game with limited 

financial resources and accumulate more; 

you acquire more and more weapons and 

armour of an increasingly better caliber; 

different modes of transportation become 

available, allowing greater autonomy and 

range of movement; in some games, your 

party is supplemented by stronger and 

more powerful characters.  Growth and 

power are the lifeblood of the RPG. 

                                                 
5
 Life, energy, et cetera. 

Ingeniously, and this is perhaps even 

more evident in the role-playing video 

game, the process is cyclical: the more 

experience points you rack up, the higher 

your level, and the higher your level, the 

easier it is to rack up the experience 

points.  In other words, the better you are 

at playing the game, the better you 

become at playing the game. 

  

The accompanying feelings of 

masterliness and power at the heart of 

this mechanic are mitigated only slightly 

by the tiering of experience levels--

 commonly, while to progress from level 

one to level two you need to gain 200 

experience points, in order to progress 

from level two to level three you need 

twice that (400 points, for a total of 600), 

and from level three to level four twice 

that amount (800 for 1400).  This tiering 

is not only an important way to balance 

the game, but it also adds an important 

psychological effect to the mechanic: that 

of work.  It's not that the player simply 

becomes more powerful, but rather that 

he makes himself more powerful.  He 

builds his characters-- he earns the 

progression.  With each additional level 

being twice as hard to attain, the feeling 

of accomplishment becomes that much 

more palpable and rewarding. 

  

Experience points in the more social 

original form of role-playing game, like so 

many things, are at the discretion of the 
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Game Master.  They can be awarded for 

particularly awe-inspiring combat, for 

ingenious character work, for solving a 

particularly frustrating puzzle, or talking 

your way out of certain death.  It's also 

relative to each player: if a new, 

somewhat shaky player prone to 

mistakes manages to slay a vampire, 

he's more likely to be recognized for the 

achievement than a player who's been 

doing it, and well, for twenty years.   

  

In a video game, however, things can 

never be so subjective; points in this type 

of RPG are rewarded only in combat, as 

objective recognitions of victory.
6
 And 

because combat is the primary engine for 

reward, it also becomes the primary 

engine of the game-play, and thus, the 

systemic fulcrum upon which everything 

revolves. 

 

TurnTurnTurnTurn----Based BattlesBased BattlesBased BattlesBased Battles 

 

Battles in role-playing games are turn-

based, giving some semblance of order-- 

and thus fairness-- to the chaos of 

combat.  Encounters are divided into 

rounds, and during each round (typically) 

each character has a "turn"-- an action 

they perform.  In a pencil-and-paper 

game, the GM asks each player what 

they'll be doing (or attempting to do) this 

round.  He himself settles on what the 

monsters will do in said round. 

  

The events in such a game more-or-less 

unfold simultaneously; as one party 

member is attacking his enemy, another 

is defending herself from hers.  (Each 

round takes up a very small amount of 

time.)  The GM describes what's going 

                                                 
6 Though it doesn't have to be this way.  

See "The Future" later in this article. 

on, some dice are rolled, some damage is 

doled, and then it's time for the next 

round-- and so on, until completion.  It's 

a perfectly wonderful system, allowing all 

participants to be more-or-less aware of 

what's going on with all other participants, 

and to actually think before they act. 

  

It's also the only viable system for a 

pencil-and-paper game.  How else can a 

bunch of nerds
7
 simulate combat with 

imaginary opponents?  Arm-wrestling?  

Pogs?  Potato-chip football?  It's the only 

system that stays true to the game, 

allowing a wide variety of possible actions, 

actions only limited by one's imagination.  

(I still remember the time I spent one 

round trying to subdue an angry gnome 

by playing a gnomish love song on my 

flute, and when that didn't work, using my 

turn in the next round to stab him in the 

ear with it.) 

  

In translating this system to a video game, 

however, this sense of limitlessness is 

necessarily lost, a casualty of form.  

There's no human GM with human 

intelligence who can understand 

something like "I'm going to play dead" or 

"I want to sexually harass the orc" and 

settle upon the appropriate dice rolls.  In 

place of that human being is a menu: 

  

 

                                                 
7 And I use this term with the utmost 

respect. 
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 Fight, Item, Magic, and Run.  These four 

options, their variants ("summon" instead 

of or in addition to "magic", for example, 

or "use" or "drink" in the place of "item") 

and the occasional character-specific skill 

("steal" for thieves, "sing" for bards) are the 

bare bones essence of battle in a fantasy 

setting.
8
  And while it doesn't allow for a 

whole lot of imagination, it does put an 

emphasis-- if, as we'll discover later, a 

somewhat tentative one-- on strategy. 

  

There was a major problem with the 

traditional turn-based battle system, 

however.  The player assigned actions for 

his characters in-between the actual 

fighting based, presumably, on the 

information he has before him; that 

information changes during the actual 

fighting.   

 

If, for example, the player is faced with 

two monsters, and has all his characters 

assigned to attack the more powerful of 

the two, and if that more powerful 

monster is defeated by the first of the 

player's four characters, the other three 

might attack the thin air, wasting their 

attacks-- or valuable spells!-- while 

sustaining damage from the other 

monster.  Now, this specific situation was 

addressed fairly early on in the genre's 

history, and soon the computer began 

reassigning targets when one was 

destroyed. 

 

But it was not the only situation that 

arose.  If it was irritating attacking a dead 

monster, it was sublimely frustrating 

wasting a good potion or cure spell on a 

party member who died before it could 

                                                 
8
 More about the predominantly 

speculative setting (fantasy, science-

fiction, or a hybrid of both) of RPGs later 

in this article. 

be administered.  Or, having two wizards 

use the same fire spell on an enemy, only 

to discover with the first, to my horror, 

that fire spells healed the monster in 

question. 

 

The answer came in the form of the 

Active-Time Battle System.  While still 

turn-based, Active-Time gives each 

character an action bar.  When a given 

character's bar has loaded, then the 

player can assign he or she an action. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The character completes the action and 

the bar begins to load anew.  Thus, the 

player is able to adapt his decisions to the 

current situation without having to worry 

about healing a dead party member or 

attacking a corpse. 

 

During all this time, the enemy's (unseen) 

action bar is also loading.  Which means 

that, unfortunately, the player can't leave 

the game for an hour and expect to find it 

just as he left it.  This greatly reduces the 

more meditative mind-set encouraged by 

earlier RPGs, instead requiring the player 

to think fast and on his feet.  It has since 

become the standard. 
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Of course, the question may well be 

raised, why duplicate this battle system at 

all?  While such a system is a necessity in 

a pencil-and-paper game, in which the 

players' characters and enemies exist only 

in their collective imagination, in a video 

game both heroes and villains are "real", 

with well-defined spatial relationships and 

the ability to move and act in something 

approaching real time.  The answer, dear 

reader, awaits you in the form of our 

third defining characteristic of the genre. 

 

Multiple Character PartiesMultiple Character PartiesMultiple Character PartiesMultiple Character Parties    

    

It would be basically impossible for a 

player to control several characters 

simultaneously in a real-time or action-

based battle system.
9
  In fact, creators of 

"action-RPGs" such as Kingdom HeartsKingdom HeartsKingdom HeartsKingdom Hearts 

don't even try, instead allowing the player 

to control one character, while the 

computer controls the other members of 

the party.  In such a case, the player's fate 

is often left not in his own hands but in 

that of his teammates and their 

sometimes faulty AI.  This, in turn, 

greatly decreases player autonomy; 

                                                 
9
 While this generalization holds water in 

regards to most action-gaming genres, it is 

not necessarily the case in other types of 

games.  Depending on one's definition of 

"character" as it relates to a video game, in 

which the player's avatar does not 

necessarily need to take a recognizably 

anthropomorphic shape but can be more 

abstract, a game such as Barry Atkins's 

TriptychTriptychTriptychTriptych (shushgame.blogspot.com), in 

which the player must perform three 

different tasks simultaneously-- 

controlling three different "characters" 

and basically playing three games at once 

-- qualifies as the exception to the rule. 

action-RPGs effectively turn every battle 

into an escort mission. 

  

In contrast to the action-RPG, the actual-

RPG puts control firmly in the player's 

hands.  The player controls all members 

of his party
10
, having access to their 

different skill sets, balancing their needs 

and coordinating their efforts through the 

turn-based battle system and its 

accompanying menu interface.  It's a 

more complex, more cerebral style of 

game-play, part-and-parcel with the turn-

based battle and experience points 

systems: one seamless and 

organic whole.
11
   

                                                 
10

 Paralysis, poison, and confusion spells 

notwithstanding. 
11

 Beyond this systemic analysis, and my 

resultant euphoria, there is another, more 

"surface" pleasure inherent in the use of a 

multiple character party, in that it results 

in a somewhat more realistic 

game.  Action games, even Japanese 

ones, are stirringly American in their 

outlook; they posit a world in which one 

man can make a huge difference: a lowly 

plumber can single-handedly overthrow a 

kingdom's ruling military junta, a young 

boy with a sword --assisted only by the 

sketchiest of advice ("east-most peninsula 

is the secret!")-- can defeat the dark 

empire of an evil pig-wizard, one book-

lover can wander around a very pretty 

and extremely boring island with a 

mispelt name until he chooses one of two 

video clips to trust.  Many video games, 

regardless of their country of origin, are 

thusly the ultimate expressions of the 

American dream.  And there's absolutely 

nothing wrong with that: it's a perfect fit 

for a certain type of game.  But an RPG 

posits a world not where one man can do 

everything, but where several people, 

working closely together, can accomplish 
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ActionActionActionAction----RPGs turn every battle RPGs turn every battle RPGs turn every battle RPGs turn every battle 

into an escort mission.into an escort mission.into an escort mission.into an escort mission.    
 

 

There are largely two types of multiple 

character parties, which could be termed 

as fixed parties and fluid ones.  In a fixed 

party, the player uses one static group of 

characters through-out the entire game; 

he starts with four (for example) and ends 

with the same four. 

  

Generally, the player is responsible for 

the make-up of the fixed party himself.  

He's given a number of character types, 

each with different abilities and 

statistics, to choose from: fighters, mages, 

et cetera.  In the original Final FantasyFinal FantasyFinal FantasyFinal Fantasy, 

one of the best examples of the fixed-

party system, there are literally dozens of 

different ways one can combine the six 

available character types, with each party 

make-up having its own strengths and 

weaknesses. 

  

Conversely, the fluid party type, which 

has become predominant, posits a party 

in flux.  You might start with two or three 

characters, but as the game proceeds, new 

characters enter the mix, old characters 

leave, some leave and then return.  Many 

                                                                   
a greater good.  Often, they're not merely 

lifting a darkness that's fallen o'er the 

land, or restoring a princess to her 

throne, but rather saving the world itself 

from imminent destruction.  Coupled 

with an emphasis on the preservation 

of natural (or supernatural) resources, a 

strong ecological theme emerges, one that 

fits perfectly with the idea that a group of 

people can make a difference.  But we'll 

be touching more on this later. 

of these changes are dictated by story 

reasons, in a fairly linear fashion. 

 

 
 

You don't choose the characters in your 

party, at least not at the outset; you use 

the characters you're assigned.  Typically, 

as the game approaches its middle and 

late stages-- and this is especially true the 

larger the cast of characters-- the player 

has greater choice as to the make-up of 

his party, choosing three to five 

characters out of a pool of seven or ten 

and so-on. 

  

There are two major reasons for the 

dominance of the fluid party system.  

The first-- which will concern us later on 

and will be examined in more depth at 

that time-- is the rising prominence of 

storytelling as a source of meaning in an 

RPG-- and, perhaps more encroachingly, 

video games in general.  In a fluid party, 

the party members themselves are "fixed", 

given predetermined roles in the story, 

personalities, histories, and character 

arcs.  Attempting this with a fixed party 

system-- that is, attempting to tell player-

character centered stories when the 

player can determine which characters 

are available to him-- might be 

disastrous.  (Or, if done right, wildly 

ambitious.) 
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The second-- and, for our immediate 

purposes, more important-- reason is 

that, while both systems allow the player 

to create party make-ups with different 

strengths and weaknesses, in the more 

forgiving fluid these differences are 

readily appreciable.  In a fixed party 

game, if a player comes to realize that a 

team of four white mages is a little 

shoddy on offense, he can't simply switch 

a couple out but must start the game over 

again.  And while most players wouldn't 

get too far with that combination, the 

weaknesses of other combinations-- ones 

perhaps not quite as strategically broken-- 

might not become apparent until later in 

the game.  And then, barring starting over 

and replaying through several hours of 

progress, the player is stuck with a 

demonstrable bad party for the balance 

of the game.  

 

But in a fluid party system-- especially as 

the game progresses past its first few 

hours of play-- the player can very quickly 

figure out which combinations are bad 

and, more importantly, the player can do 

something about it: a short trek back to 

the airship or town to rotate a few party 

members is far simpler than starting 

over.  This also encourages changing it 

up, experimenting, finding interesting 

combinations, finding what works best, 

and discovering a personal play-style-- 

arguably the most important litmus test of 

strong game design.  To experiment at 

this level in a fixed party game, 

conversely, requires that the player play 

through most if not all of the game, 

several times over. 

 

    

    

    

    

Random EncountersRandom EncountersRandom EncountersRandom Encounters 

 

The last of our four defining elements of 

the genre requires less discussion than its 

siblings, but it is no less important in 

shaping the overall feel and tone of the 

game-play.  Without it, the turn-based 

battle system itself is less viable, and the 

strategic elements behind turn-based 

battles, experience levels, and multiple 

character parties would be greatly 

diminished. 

 

In platformers and action-adventure 

games, the enemy characters are always 

visible on the screen.  The player can 

avoid them or attack them as they 

choose.  But in a role-playing game-- with 

its emphasis on strategy--  this set-up, 

which emphasizes action, would detract 

from the game. 

 

Instead, RPGs feature random 

encounters: when the player is walking 

through an area, the computer will 

randomly decide to have the player 

encounter monsters.  At this point, the 

game switches to the battle screen.
12
 

 

This also encourages real strategy instead 

of its more situational counterpart.  Many 

platformers are based on learning 

patterns; you don't learn how to avoid 

pitfalls so much as you learn how to avoid 

this pitfall, and to duck at this point.  

Whereas a random encounter system-- 

much like the random dungeons 

generated in Rogue-like games-- teaches 

you how to become better at the game. 

                                                 
12

 One exception to all this, of course, is 

Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger; this definition is less a 

finite set of criteria and more just general 

guidelines on which to frame our 

discussion of the game play system. 
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II. StrategyII. StrategyII. StrategyII. Strategy-------- Or the Illusion Thereof? Or the Illusion Thereof? Or the Illusion Thereof? Or the Illusion Thereof? 
 

The system we described in our first part, 

as well as some other features we'll be 

describing here-in, seem to put a strong 

emphasis on strategy and on the battle 

portions of the game play.  In this 

section, we'll be taking a closer look at the 

areas of strategy encouraged by this 

system, and also at the ways this same 

system simultaneously shifts the emphasis 

away from strategy. 
  
Ranking and FlankingRanking and FlankingRanking and FlankingRanking and Flanking 
  
Ranking and flanking refer to the spatial 

positioning of your party members in 

relation to one another-- one of the 

fundamentals of battle, whether in an 

RPG or in life.  Ranking denotes the 

position of your characters in a straight 

line: who is at the head of the party, who 

is second, and so-on.  Flanking, on the 

other hand, breaks up that straight line 

into two rows, the front and the rear.  
  

 
  
Generally speaking, most monsters are 

going to concentrate their attacks on the 

characters in the front row and at the 

head of the party.  And so, generally 

speaking, most players are going to put 

their strongest characters at the front and 

head of the party, because those 

characters can soak up the most damage 

and protect the weaker characters.  This 

simple tiering of characters could only be 

dubiously referred to as "strategy", until 

the introduction of limit breaks, which 

turned the entire idea on its head. 
  
A limit break is a special and highly 

powerful attack that can only be used 

when a character has sustained massive 

amounts of damage.  It confronts one of 

the basic strategic urges in any video 

game-- keep your energy up-- with its 

polar opposite-- take a lot of damage.  

Now, instead of simply putting the 

characters with the highest pool of hit 

points and the best armour in the front 

row, the player must also consider which 

characters have the most effective limit 

breaks.  He must strike a balance 

between defense and offense, a balance 

between two areas that, at least as far as 

limit breaks are concerned, are mutually 

exclusive and yet tied together. 
  
This, perhaps more than any other 

evolution in the genre, creates real 

strategic content.  All too often-- as we 

shall see-- the strategic content in RPGs is 

limited to following a few common sense 

edicts: heal your party when it's low, don't 

use fire spells on lava monsters, save your 

game before fighting a boss.  Real game 

play strategy, however, is not about 

playing the game exactly the same as 

everybody else.  It's about balancing 

needs and finding your own path, your 

own style of play: in fact, it's about finding 

your own multiple paths and styles.  

That's what real strategy is about-- 

thinking-- and that's what limit breaks 

provides an impetus for. 
  
Before moving on, we should note that 

your party is not the only group that's 
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been flanked and ranked.  Monsters also 

come in groups, and their arrangements 

in physical screen space can be somewhat 

more haphazard. 

 

 
 

Your characters are generally more likely 

to hit enemies that are closer to you and 

less likely to hit enemies that are tucked 

away in the back row; your attacks won't 

do as much damage, and, more-so in 

some early RPGs, you're just as likely to 

miss the enemy completely.  The 

monsters in the back row, then, tend to 

stay in the game longer. 

 

 
 

And so, rather than tucking the weaker 

monsters in the back and protect them 

with the stronger monsters, as a player 

would typically do with his party 

members, it's generally the stronger 

monsters that are sequestered in the back 

and the weaker monsters that protect it-- 

subjecting the player to more powerful 

attacks for a higher number of rounds.  

This is especially true in some boss 

battles, in which you must eliminate the 

guards before attacking the boss is even 

an option. 
  

 
  
If a player tried a similar strategy 

by putting his weakest characters in the 

line of fire and its powerhouses in the 

back, he would fairly quickly find his 

party massacred.  And a cursory glance at 

every single battle in every single RPG 

ever made more-or-less reveals that this 

strategy doesn't work out any better for 

the monsters: the smaller monsters 

quickly fall and then the big monster 

finds himself alone against an entire 

party.  Why do so many monsters, 

including supposedly smarter and 

tougher boss characters, cling to this 

fundamentally broken strategy? 
  
Broken, that is, in the terms of this 

particular game: a battle to the death, to 

the last man.  In a game of chess, in 

which victory is determined by the 

capture of one piece, protecting that one 

piece is the most important defensive 

object.  Pawns in both senses of the word 

are offered up like cattle for the slaughter 

as one bides time and tries to capture 

their opponent's king. 
  
But in this game-- in which victory 

depends on being alive when your 

opponents are dead, and in which victory 

becomes less and less feasible as your 

numbers dwindle-- any strategy that 

depends on sacrificing the very resources 
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you need to win is quite literally suicidal.  

The monsters aren't "playing to win"; as 

the estimable David Sirlin would say, 

they're "scrubs".
13
  And they don't get any 

smarter as the game moves into its later 

stages: only tougher.  In the end, you're 

pitting brains against brawn-- and in a 

strategic game, brains are going to win out 

every time.  It's like playing a chess game 

against a six-year-old.
14 

  
At the same time, this in and of itself de-

emphasizes the importance of strategy; 

the monsters are compensated for their 

lack of comparable strategic AI by an 

increase in brute strength.  In turn, the 

player must call on brute strength to bring 

them down. 
  
Party InvitatiParty InvitatiParty InvitatiParty Invitationsonsonsons 
  
Though that also contains an element of 

strategy: what is the best and most 

efficient way to kill monsters? 
   
It's not as simple as finding the guys with 

the highest hit points and equipping them 

with the best weapons.  Such a party 

would be likely to take a lot of damage in 

their travels, and eventually you'll run out 

of potions, tonics, tents, and other 

restoratives.  And there you'll be, in the 

                                                 
13

 David Sirlin's writings on game design, 

particularly on competitive games, are 

some of the most interesting, inspiring, 

insightful and thought-provoking you'll 

ever read.  If you've never heard of the 

man, I demand that you stop reading my 

pittling little magazine and go to his 

website, sirlin.net, right this very instant.  

(Then, of course, feel free to come back 

here.) 
14

 My apologies to any chess prodigies in 

the audience. 

third floor of a dungeon with ridiculously 

low hit points, clinging to a save point like 

it was your best friend, saying over and 

over to yourself, "why oh why didn't I put 

a healer in my party?" 
  
Healers and other magic users, of course, 

have lower hit points, defenses,  and non-

magical attacks than their beefier 

brethren.  And of course now you've got 

to watch their MP-- magic points, not 

military police-- as well as their HP. 
  
The player must strike a balance-- an act 

that is inherently strategic-- between the 

party's offensive and defensive needs.  

And this is less a "guns or butter" sort of 

economic dilemma, as there's always 

more gold to be found to buy things with, 

but rather a matter of choosing which 

characters are in your party at a given 

time.  And this decision goes far beyond 

a "guns and magic" diametric. 
  
There is, first of all, the question of 

differing skill-sets.  Beyond mere 

proclivities towards certain types of 

weapons and magics, different characters 

are sometimes given unique abilities.  

Often, the function of these abilities are 

similar; Edgar's tools in Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI, 

for example, function like magic without 

requiring magic points.  Other times, 

these abilities are quite unique; Gau's 

ability to learn and later call on the 

abilities of his enemies has no obvious 

predecessor in the RPG genre (though it 

does bare more than a passing similarity 

to a certain blue bomber).
15
 

 

continued on page 30

                                                 
15

 See the Final Fantasy Final Fantasy Final Fantasy Final Fantasy VI VI VI VI sidebar on the 

pages 22 - 29 for a deeper discussion of 

differing skill-sets. 
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Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI    
    

Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI (originally released in North America as Final Fantasy IIIFinal Fantasy IIIFinal Fantasy IIIFinal Fantasy III) is, to be blunt, 

one of the best RPGs ever made.  It's certainly the best of its franchise, and I will be happy 

to arm-wrestle anyone who wants to say something to the contrary. 

 

Speaking mimetically, the storyline is deeper and the emotions it explores more 

multivariate than those found in the reigning franchise favourite, Final Fantasy VIIFinal Fantasy VIIFinal Fantasy VIIFinal Fantasy VII; what's 

more, in this game the men aren't prettier than the women. 

 

More importantly for the purposes of our discussion, the game play in Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI is 

absolutely stunning: deep, complex, absorbing, and yet readily accessible.  It takes the same 

RPG system we've been dissecting through-out this article, a system with pluses and 

minuses, and shows it in the best possible light. 

 

Here is an RPG that shows what RPGs are capable of.  It does this by utilizing a large cast 

of characters, each with their own skill-sets (and story arcs), and by providing different 

itinerations on turn-based battling.  It staggers the introduction of complicating elements, 

such as equippable relics and espers, so that the player never feels like they've been 

dumped in the middle of a system they can't understand; it also staggers story information 

so you're not stuck with the kind of info-dump that occurs in a game like the original 

Breath of FireBreath of FireBreath of FireBreath of Fire. 

 

That's speaking in general, of course.  Now let's look at some of the specifics. 

 

     
 

The game begins with a part of three: Imperial soldiers Vicks and Wedge invade the 

peaceful town of Narshe with the mind-controlled (and soon-to-be amnesiac) Terra.  Our 

trio are dressed in MagiTech armour, giving them a wide array of powers that can never be 

exhausted.  The people of Narshe, intent on defending the mysterious ice-encased esper, 

are no match for the MagiTech. 
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This accomplishes two things.  First of all, 

by making the player incredibly powerful 

at the outset, it allows the player to grow 

accustomed to the basics of the battle 

system at their leisure.  No one playing an 

RPG for the first time is going to be slain 

by a guard and his dog when you're able 

to fry them with a single move. 

 

Secondly, it introduces plot information 

through action.  The Empire is vilified 

not by expository text telling us that they 

are evil, but by showing the incredible 

power they wage against the helpless 

defenders of Narshe.  A sense of mystery 

surrounds the esper, forming the 

macguffin upon which the first stretch of 

the plot turns. 

 

That esper destroy Vicks and Wedge, 

ultimately leaving Terra alone and sans 

MagiTech, on the run from the 

defenders of Narshe.  Now, instead of 

dealing with turn-based battles in which 

the player is hopelessly over-powered, we 

find ourselves faced with its opposite: the 

weak Terra struggling to fight her way 

past monsters with only her limited 

magical resources at her disposal.  She 

finds herself cornered, unconscious, and 

about to be captured, when a new 

playable character-- the "treasure hunter" 

Locke, aligned with the anti-empire 

Returners-- enters the scene. 

 

Here, the game-play paradigm shifts 

again.  A group of high-level Moogles-- 

cutesy white magical creatures-- offer to 

lend a hand in protecting Terra from the 

vengeance-minded Narsheans.  Now, the 

player finds himself not with one party of 

three but three parties of four each.  This 

multiple-party system, which allows the 

player to switch between his parties at will 

when not engaged in battle, not only gives 

the player a temporary boost in power, 

but also sets up the mechanic for when a 

far more strategic itineration appears later 

in the game. 

 

After escaping from Narshe, Terra and 

Locke head to Figaro Castle, and there 

they meet Edgar, its king, and learn of 

Edgar's brother, the impulsive Sabin.  

 

   
 

Now, I'm not going to recap the plot of the game step-by-step; the important thing about 

the introduction of these characters, and all the characters that follow, is the differing skill-

sets that each encompasses. 
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Terra (MTerra (MTerra (MTerra (Magic & Morph)agic & Morph)agic & Morph)agic & Morph) 

Terra, the first character the player 

controls and the fulcrum of the game's 

plot, is the only one at the game's start 

who has access to magic.  As we'll see in 

just a short while, eventually all fourteen 

of the regular playable characters can gain 

the ability to use magic.  

Terra still remains unique 

at that time, gaining the 

ability to transform or 

"morph" into a more 

powerful and extremely 

naked half-esper form. 

 

Locke (Steal or Capture)Locke (Steal or Capture)Locke (Steal or Capture)Locke (Steal or Capture) 

Locke's "steal" command allows him to try 

to, ahem, borrow an item-- usually life-

restoring tonics-- from enemies while in 

battle.  Early on, this ability comprises the 

entirety of his turn during a round of 

battle; since this move does no damage 

and, at times, he comes up empty-

handed, this particular skill isn't useful.  

After equipping the Thief Glove, this 

ability evolves into "Capture"-- the same 

basic principle, only he also attacks the 

enemy during the attempted theft. 

 

Cyan (Sword Techniques)Cyan (Sword Techniques)Cyan (Sword Techniques)Cyan (Sword Techniques) 

Cyan's various special attacks, called 

sword techniques, are unique not so 

much from an attacking standpoint but 

form the way in which they are accessed.  

If you select "sword tech" from the battle 

menu, a new charge bar appears.  As it 

loads higher and higher, Cyan is able to 

use better attacks; the flip-side, of course, 

is that while this bar is loading, you are 

unable to choose any other courses of 

action while the enemies continue to 

attack.  Therefore, the use of these 

powerful attacks require a bit of strategy-- 

for example, it's generally better to 

choose the commands for the other three 

party members first, or to choose Cyan's 

sword tech after accessing one of Sabin's 

blitzes. 

 

Edgar (Tool)Edgar (Tool)Edgar (Tool)Edgar (Tool) 

Inventor Edgar's tools function much like 

magical attacks, with the added bonus 

that they don't require any magic points.  

There is, in fact, generally very little 

reason to use the "fight" command with 

Edgar. 

 

Sabin (Blitz)Sabin (Blitz)Sabin (Blitz)Sabin (Blitz) 

Sabin's blitz moves, like Cyan's sword 

techs, add a new wrinkle to the time-

tested menu-based formula.  After 

selecting the blitz command, the player 

must enter a button combination-- very 

much like executing one of the special 

moves in a Street FighterStreet FighterStreet FighterStreet Fighter game.  These 

button combos are not revealed to the 

player during the battle itself, but rather 

only in the menu screen accessible in-

between battles.  This means, just like in 

a versus fighting game, the player must 

use equal parts memory and twitchy-

thumbs to successfully execute his moves.  

And it's not a matter of simply 

memorizing the latest and greatest move; 

while some moves are noticeably better 

than others, some are better for particular 
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situations.  For example, the aura blast 

does large amounts of damage to a single 

enemy, while the fire dance does slightly 

less damage to several enemies.  Some of 

the blitzes are accompanied by longer 

animations, and no enemies attack during 

Sabin's turn; this means if you're still 

waffling on what to do with another 

character or if you need to charge one of 

Cyan's sword techniques, you have the 

time to do so. 

 

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Celes (Magic & Runic Blade)Celes (Magic & Runic Blade)Celes (Magic & Runic Blade)Celes (Magic & Runic Blade) 

Celes is also a natural magic user, but it's 

her "runic" ability that really makes her 

stand out.  Choose "runic" and she 

absorbs any magical attacks directed at 

your party, greatly diminishing the 

damage that an enemy can dish out.  In a 

party whose other characters are offensive 

heavy-weights (such as Edgar, Sabin, and 

Cyan), she provides an essential defensive 

element.  

 

Gau (Leap & Rage)Gau (Leap & Rage)Gau (Leap & Rage)Gau (Leap & Rage) 

Choosing "leap" during battle will cause 

Gau to leave your party for a short while.  

When he returns, he'll have learned one 

of your enemy's abilities, which can then 

be accessed through the "rage" command.  

A very interesting wrinkle is added by 

virtue of two pertinent facts: one, that 

once you've chose "rage" as his course of 

action, you have no control over how he 

uses those abilities-- he is, instead, 

controlled by the computer's AI-- and 

two, that he does not have access to a 

standard "fight" command.  Other than 

magic, "rage" is the only offensive ability 

he has. 

 

 

These seven characters-- the "big seven", if 

you will-- encompass a wide variety of 

skill sets.  And these seven are also 

present in one of the game's brightest 

moments, early in the game: the battle 

with the cackling Kefka and his troops 

over the esper of Narshe. 
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Remember how we talked about the Locke-and-Moogles segment earlier in the game, and 

how that familiarized the player with a multiple-party system that would have a more 

strategic itineration later in the game?  Well, here is one of those more strategic itineration: 

the player is asked to divvy up his seven heroes into three parties. 

 

The use of three parties is significant 

because it makes it more difficult to 

balance the skill sets among the three 

groups.  If there were only two groups-- 

one of four and the other with three-- it'd 

be much easier to ensure that each party 

had at least two extremely powerful or 

useful members.  But with three parties, 

the player is basically forced to make one 

party of three members and two parties 

of two each.  The alternative-- one party 

of four, one party of two, and one party 

of one-- more or less ensures defeat. 

 

Generally, you're forced to create an 

"away" team and two defensive teams; the 

away team, comprised of reasonably 

strong characters, is to enter the maze 

and fight its way to Kefka, while the two 

defensive teams stay put, preventing the 

soldiers from getting to Banon and the 

esper.  Each of those defensive teams is 

going to have to hold its own; if both 

those teams are defeated before you 

reach Kefka, it's game over.  

 

As you can see from the above screen-

shot, I often choose Terra, Edgar, and 

Sabin as the members of my "away" team-

- Sabin and Edgar's attacks both do high 

amounts of damage with a minimum of 

fuss.  Terra's magic attacks help as well, 

but she's there more because of her hp-

restoring Cure spell; otherwise, Kefka 

would make quick work of the brothers. 

 

I find that the long load bar times for 

Cyan's sword techniques, Gau's 

unpredictable rage attacks, and Locke's 

minimal offensive capabilities to be 

strong arguments against their inclusion 

in the away team.  (Celes is, at this stage 

in the game, perhaps interchangeable 

with Terra.)   
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Generally, I pair up Gau with Locke and 

Cyan with Celes, knowing that the first 

pairing will probably not survive more 

than a couple of battles while Cyan and 

Celes can pick up the slack.  Usually, 

however, I equip Edgar with a speed-

enhancing relic, which means I am able 

to reach Kefka before any soldiers 

penetrate my defensive line. 

 

Your mileage, of course, will vary; my 

point isn't that I think my strategy is 

particular better than anyone else's, but 

rather that the game made me think 

about strategy.  This unique itineration 

on basic RPG game play really got my 

brain working on how to balance a party 

in a way that the day-to-day operations of 

an RPG-- in which you have just one 

party to command-- doesn't make quite as 

clear or compelling. 

 

That's not the only itineration on the 

battle system.  There is, for example, the 

"river-rafting" sequence sometime earlier 

in the game.  Your party accompanies 

resistance leader Banon as you make 

your way to Narshe. 

 

As the game states at this point, you must 

protect Banon at all costs.  If he dies in 

battle, it's game over; you do not get an 

opportunity to resurrect him.  This 

recenters the focus of any given battle 

away from offense and onto defense. 

 

And, naturally, Banon is the weakest 

member of your party.  His offensive 

abilities are minimal and his sole special 

ability, "Health", which restores HP 

simultaneously to all party members, also 

emphasizes the defensive nature of this 

itineration. 

 

This new mechanic becomes particularly 

important during the battle with the 

wisecracking boss character, Ultros, who 

is more than capable of killing a fully-

healed Banon with a single touch.  The 

use of strategic flanking helps to minimize 

the chances of this happening, but the 

entire experience is extremely and 

appropriately nerve-wracking-- easily one 

of the most memorable boss fights in the 

game, if not the genre, and that's not 

because of the boss's power level but 

because of the new take on it this 

segment provides. 
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In fact, many of the boss fights in Final Final Final Final 

Fantasy VIFantasy VIFantasy VIFantasy VI are memorable; there's usually 

some tweak on the basic system that, 

however small, transforms your battle 

strategy.  This could be as simple, as is 

the case with the first boss battle, in which 

it's a very, very bad idea to attack the 

monstrous welk while he's hiding in his 

shell. 

 

The battle against the Phantom Train is 

memorable because of its shaggy-dog 

quality; by using the Fenix Down item, 

which resurrects fallen party members, 

one can bring the train back to life and 

thus negate his ghostly power. 

 

The first boss battles featuring Sabin, 

Celes, and Cyan are designed to give the 

player some handle on their special 

abilities; the battle with Vargas does not 

end until Sabin successfully executes one 

of his button-press blitzes, while the use 

of Celes's runic command minimizes 

much of the offensive capabilities of 

TunnlArmr.  Cyan's sword techniques 

are not as foregrounded in his battle with 

the Captain leading the attack on Doma 

Castle, but the player is given time to 

experiment with them and see what 

they're all about. 

 

This is a pertinent point.  While there are 

a few games to match Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI 

for the variety of skill sets available, there 

are even fewer that allow the player to 

understand these skill sets; many would 

probably just dump the characters on the 

players, along with other complexities.  

By taking its time in introducing these 

different skills and concepts such as relics 

and espers, the game ensures that the 

learning curve, traditionally steep for 

RPGs, is gentler and thus the game is 

more accessible. 

 

Relics are special equippable items that 

give each character who equips them 

special abilities.  Some of these are as 

simple as statistical boosts, increasing a 

character's attack or defense numbers, for 

example, without vastly impacting the way 

in which you play the game. 

 

 
 

Others are more unique, more 

interesting, and more strategic.  We've 

already mentioned the Thief Glove, 

which goes a long way to making Locke a 

more viable character and his skill more 

useful in battle.  We've also mentioned 

the Sprint Shoes, which doubles the 

player's walking speed in towns and 

dungeons, which figures strategically in 

the first big battle with Kefka, in which 

reaching and defeating him quickly will 

minimize casualties and the possibility of 

failure.  The Running Shoes increases the 

character's speed in battle, generally 

making the character's bar load faster 

than the others.  If you feel you'll need a 

particular attack earlier or more 

frequently in a battle, it's a good idea to 

equip it to the relevant character.  There's 

also the Black Belt, which automatically 
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counterattacks when the character takes 

damage in battle, without effecting the 

character's loader bar and without using 

the character's turn. 

 

The use of relics combines the statistical 

nitty-gritty at the heart of most RPGs with 

viscerally noticeable effects on battle 

strategy, and once they become available, 

early in the game, they transform the 

battle system and encourage 

experimentation on the part of the player. 

 

Espers, or, more properly, materia,  are 

equippable items that allow characters to 

learn and use magic.  Different espers 

have different spells, and each spell is 

learned at a different rate.  As you fight 

battles, you acquire magic points-- 

separate from the MP or magic points 

used to cast spells-- and when you have 

acquired enough, you learn a given spell. 

 

More than anything in the game, espers 

encourage grinding, and it is around the 

time of their introduction, shortly after 

that first big battle with Kefka, that the 

game itself becomes appreciably harder 

and thus requiring more grinding to 

proceed.  But the rather speedy process 

of learning different spells from different 

espers and switching espers to give 

different party members access to a wider 

variety of spells foregrounds the 

character-building process at the heart of 

the entire experience level system in a 

way few games have attempted to do. 

 

 

 

I could conceivably go on and on about Final Fantasy Final Fantasy Final Fantasy Final Fantasy VIVIVIVI for several more pages; there's 

still seven other regular characters and skill sets I could speak of, including the elusive 

Shadow, the various status effects created when using his throw ability, and his counter-

attacking dog, Interceptor.  There are boss battles that range from unique and memorable 

to "kill it until it dies from it".  There are other memorable moments that transform the 

game play.  But I think I've given an adequate portrayal of the game's system, and how 

deeply and yet accessibly it shows off exactly what a powerful and viable game play system 

lies at the heart of all RPGs. 
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continued from page 21 

 

Some games, such as Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger, 

allow the player to learn, use, and master 

combo attacks, in which two or three 

party members pool their efforts for one 

especially powerful mega-attacks.   

 

 

 
Of course, these combos are only open 

to those currently in the party.  And so, 

while a character's offensive and 

defensive abilities might leave something 

wanting, the way in which that character 

works together with another might be 

desirable and thus becomes a factor in 

the player's decision. 
   
Then there's also the factor of character-

building.  Any character not in the main 

battle party is not earning experience 

points.  And should you find that you 

need that character, whether for a story 

reason or for a specific circumstance, it 

could prove disastrous: a level nine 

character cannot dish out nor sustain the 

same sort of damage that a level twenty 

can.  New special skills and magic are 

unlocked at higher levels; keeping any 

available character out of the game, even 

if they're not as eminently desirable as 

other characters, is a bad idea.
16 

 

This process of character building gets an 

added wrinkle in those games that feature 

a class or job system, in which characters 

are assigned different skill sets.  As you 

gain experience with a character, they 

learn skills from the job you've chosen for 

them.  Choosing which job to assign to 

which character, and, in some games, 

when to switch jobs, makes for complex 

game play foregrounding the experience 

points/leveling up mechanic itself. 

  

Balancing these different and at times 

contradictory factors makes the selection 

of your active party, and the optimization 

of their offensive and defensive 

capabilities, the dominant strategic 

element.  But this element, along with 

ranking and flanking in most cases
17
, is an 

"out-of-battle" strategic element: you don't 

determine your party make-up, their 

character classes, and their equipped 

weapons during the battle, but before you 

even enter the dungeon.  Preparation, 

then, is everything.
18
 

  

The Tyranny of NumbersThe Tyranny of NumbersThe Tyranny of NumbersThe Tyranny of Numbers 

  

I glossed over in-battle strategy somewhat 

snarkily earlier in this chapter: heal your 

                                                 
16

 This is doubly true in Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI, 

in which your large cast of characters is 

divvied up into three parties for one 

mega-battle.  Each of these parties has to 

be balanced and well-equipped. 
17 Some games, such as Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI, 

allows the flanking of your party during 

the battle, at the expense of a character's 

turn in that battle. 
18 Boy Scouts, take note. 
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party, don't attack fire monsters with fire 

spells, don't use black magic on ghouls as 

it only heals them, have a lot of potions, 

have the best weapons for your 

characters, take out powerful enemies 

first if you can: all these things being so 

simple and matter-of-fact that it's rather 

asinine to pretend that they amount to 

much "strategy". 

  

Of course, there is a specific strategic 

element to some battles, particularly 

some boss battles.  While a number of 

these pivotal encounters in earlier RPGs 

(and, regretfully, some later ones) can be 

summed up as "kill them with everything 

you've got until they die from it", many 

boss battles are unique and require 

specific strategies.
19
 

  

At the same time, real battle strategy is 

de-emphasized in these battles because of 

the nature of the genre itself.  No matter 

what specific strategies might be required 

for a boss battle, the outcome is still 

largely determined by out-of-battle 

preparation. 

  

For example, let's take a look at another 

genre and a game series within that genre 

that is justly famous for its strategic boss 

battles: Mega Man.Mega Man.Mega Man.Mega Man.  Let's say that, after 

much difficulty, you have at last reached 

the boss chamber.  You're on your last 

life; it was a tough level.
20
  In fact, you 

only have one stick-- one measly stick!-- 

of energy left.  You have no energy 

containers.  If you get hit just once, that's 

it: game over.
21
  And-- oh yeah-- you've 

used up all your special weapons. 

  

                                                 
19

 Again, I direct you to our handy-

dandy Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI sidebar. 
20 Maybe Quick Man. 
21 Thank God for save states. 

So, there you are: about to enter the boss 

chamber, armed only with your mega 

buster, one hit away from that big reset 

button in the sky.  And you enter that 

boss chamber, and that robot monster 

charges up his energy bar, and the battle 

begins. 

  

And if you're good-- if you're real good-- if 

you've got the skills, the reflexes, and the 

right battle strategy
22
, you can win that 

fight.  You can walk out
23
 of that chamber 

without taking a single hit and with your 

weakest weapon, and you can post a 

video of it on Youtube, and teh internets 

will sit and stare at it, jaws open in awe at 

your mastery of the game. 

  

Now. 

  

Try the same thing in an RPG. 

  

Unequip all your weapons and armour.  

Dump all your potions and special items.  

Walk up to the boss with one party 

member left, with one hit point, and start 

a fight.  Different results, right? 

  

It's impossible to not take damage in an 

RPG.  The genre's focus is on its battle 

system, but it is a system where strategy 

and skill ultimately don't count as much 

as numbers: big, brutal numbers: high 

attacks, high pools of hit points.  This 

tyranny of numbers makes a player's 

actual skill level negligible.  It is 

impossible to win a boss battle if you've 

not reached the proper experience level.  

And in order to reach that level-- because 

experience points are only doled out 

during battle-- you've got to fight a whole 

lot of monsters-- over and over and 

over again. 

                                                 
22

 Pause Trick works every time. 
23 Well, warp out. 
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III. GrindingIII. GrindingIII. GrindingIII. Grinding 
 

Back in the day, we didn't call it grinding; 

we called it building your levels.  I first 

encountered that phrase somewhere in 

the early nineties, perhaps in a strategy 

guide or Nintendo Power feature on the 

original FFFFinal Fantasy.inal Fantasy.inal Fantasy.inal Fantasy.  My memory of 

the first time I used the term is slightly 

more specific. 
  
It was a Saturday afternoon, a couple of 

weeks after my mother had finally 

purchased a copy of Final FantasyFinal FantasyFinal FantasyFinal Fantasy, and 

the official strategy guide to the same, 

after several weeks of begging, pleading, 

and otherwise making a nuisance of 

myself.  I was starting a new game, and 

after I had just finished choosing and 

naming my party (if I recall correctly, a 

fighter, a black belt, a black mage and a 

white one), my mother sat down in the 

room to see what this game was I had 

made such a big deal about. 
  
The first thing I did was enter the castle 

and talk to everyone inside it.  Now, I 

had talked to them before, and I more-

or-less remembered everything they had 

told me, but I wanted to properly 

represent the experience of starting a new 

game for my audience.  She was less than 

impressed.  "Is this all you do?" she 

asked. 
  
No, I said, and I hurriedly went into the 

town and did some shopping. This, too, 

failed to impress her.  I equipped my 

purchases and left the town: I was ready 

to rescue the princess. 
  
Well, almost ready.  I marched in the 

forest surrounding the town, waiting for 

some monsters to attack me.  And then 

they did: imps!  Two of them!  I deftly 

selected the "fight" command for all my 

party members.  Soon, victory was mine!  
  
"Is that all you do?" my mother asked 

after a couple of these epic battles. 
  
"Well, you can use magic and stuff later 

on," I said.  "But these guys are weak.  I'm 

not going to waste my magic on them." 
  
I then recommenced doing my laps 

around the town.  "Why are you doing 

that?" she asked.  "Why do you keep 

walking around in circles fighting the 

same guys?  Why don't you go up there?" 
  

 
 
"That's where the temple is." 
  
"Isn't that where the princess is?  I 

thought you were supposed to rescue the 

princess." 
  
"I'm not strong enough yet," I said.  "I 

have to build my levels."  I then explained 

that after each battle, I got so many 

points, and after so many points, my 

experience level increased, and with it, 

my strength and attack power. 
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"So you have to go around and around in 

circles fighting these guys over and over 

again until you can even do anything?" 
  
"Yes," I said.  "I'm building my levels." 
  
My mother left the room: "This is the 

stupidest game I've ever seen."
24 

  
At the time, I bristled at my mother's 

sweeping denunciation of my then-

favourite game.  Inwardly, I felt 

somewhat superior: I was in the know, I 

got it, and my mother, like so many 

others, just didn't.  It was like I was the 

kid eating my Apple Jacks, and she was 

the old dude complaining that it didn't 

taste like apples. 
  
But, over the years, my thoughts have 

changed.  And while I certainly haven't 

embraced her viewpoint-- Final FantasyFinal FantasyFinal FantasyFinal Fantasy, 

while primitive, is still a good game and 

the RPG a very worthy genre-- I have 

come to see where she was coming from. 
  
Whether you call it building your levels 

or you use the less euphemistic grinding, 

the process of having to perform the 

same task over and over again, sometimes 

for hours at a time, before you can move 

further in the game is inexcusable.  It's 

not so much that this process is possible, 

but rather that this process is made 

necessary.  If it is impossible for a level 

one party to defeat Garland-- if you must 

attain level two or three before you can 

defeat him and thus gain access to new 

parts of the game world-- then grinding in 

the forest and marshlands is mandated.  

Non-rewarding and repetitive game play 

is built into the game. 
                                                 
24

 She never played Hello Kitty's Flower Hello Kitty's Flower Hello Kitty's Flower Hello Kitty's Flower 

Shop.Shop.Shop.Shop. 

  To be fair, RPGs have come a long way 

since the original Final FantasyFinal FantasyFinal FantasyFinal Fantasy.  Later 

games, in that series and others, do not 

require as much grinding upfront; in the 

early stages of the game, the bosses are 

easier and the player's characters more 

powerful at the outset. 
  
In fact, this is one way that role-playing 

games are made more accessible to 

laypeople; a more powerful and more 

experienced character might accompany 

the less powerful characters for a leg of 

the journey early on.  In this way, the 

player gets a taste of the kind of game 

play and power that they wouldn't have 

access to otherwise until later in the 

game, when the experience system at long 

last starts to pay dividends. 

   
But grinding does come to be required 

later in the game, as the bosses become 

more powerful, and this is not because of 

a bad game design decision on the part of 

the game's developers.  This is an 

important point, so let me state it again 

before I elaborate on it: grinding in RPGs 

is not the result of a bad game design 

decision.  In fact, let me pull out one of 

those snazzy little coloured boxes. 
 
  
Grinding in RPGs is not theGrinding in RPGs is not theGrinding in RPGs is not theGrinding in RPGs is not the    

result of a bad design decision.result of a bad design decision.result of a bad design decision.result of a bad design decision.    
  
It is, instead, the result of the genre itself.  

If there was no grinding at all-- if any boss 

could be defeated by any party, regardless 

of experience level, as could be done, 

say, in a platformer-- then that game 

would be embarrassingly easy.  

Remember, victory in a role-playing game 

is not a matter of the player's skill level: 

it's dependent on numbers.  Numbers 
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that can only be increased by gaining 

experience points, experience points that 

can only be increased by fighting 

monsters that you are able to defeat with 

your current experience level. 
  
The fact is, any player can beat any RPG.  

Fight enough monsters, grind your levels 

up high enough, and you can be powerful 

enough to defeat any boss. 

 

Game designers, perhaps aware of this 

dearth of skill-based game play, have 

found ways to compensate for it: sections 

of game play requiring skill, and athletic 

skill at that.  It's an odd fit for the more 

cerebral pleasures of the RPG, but it's 

become an accepted part of the genre 

faster than you can say "blitzball." 

 

God Damn, Do I Hate MiniGod Damn, Do I Hate MiniGod Damn, Do I Hate MiniGod Damn, Do I Hate Mini----GamesGamesGamesGames    

 

 
 

Mini-games are short, largely luck or 

twitch-based challenges-- keep the ball in 

the air!, guess which shell contains the 

peanut!, push the correct button at the 

correct time!-- which, while mostly 

optional, reward the player with in-game 

money or some kind of special weapon 

or item.  Now, it's not the concept of an 

optional side challenge that gives the 

player some kind of advantage upon its 

completion-- that's the same basic 

concept behind the side quest, which, as 

we'll see later, is an important component 

of any role-playing game. 
  
What bothers me about the mini-game 

is its arbitrariness, the way it violates one 

of the most important and cardinal 

guidelines of game design-- that of 

systemic coherence.  The system I've 

described in our first chapter possesses a 

sparkling elegance; each part that I've 

described works with, and cannot exist 

without, the other parts.  Other tropes 

that have come to be associated with the 

genre, such as the class or job system, 

deepen that experience while still being 

part and parcel of the larger system. 
  
Whereas mini-games exist outside that 

system.  They don't fit with or relate to 

the other parts-- the experience point 

system, turn-based battles, et al-- at least, 

not in any meaningful way.  In fact, they 

warrant an entirely different style of 

game-play-- they represent an entirely 

different game system tacked on to the 

first, like a cancerous boil sprouting on its 

neck.   
  

 
  
If I had wanted to dance, I'd play 

MoonwalkerMoonwalkerMoonwalkerMoonwalker; the reason why I'm playing 

an RPG, is that I want to play an RPG. 
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Coming back to my point, I don't think 

mini-games would exist if not for 

grinding; the at-times tedious process of 

walking around the same patch of land 

for a few hours requires an occasional 

diversion, and mini-games provide that.  

But if the basic system beneath the genre 

was as strong and as deep in practice as I 

believe it to be in abstract, there would be 

no need for mini-games.  Or, perhaps, 

for grinding... 
    

Is Grinding Necessary?Is Grinding Necessary?Is Grinding Necessary?Is Grinding Necessary?    

 
Gamers have long been ambivalent on 

grinding.  While many of us realize 

objectively and intellectually that it hurts 

the genre, some of us-- in the same 

breath-- feel compelled to defend it. 

  

Somewhere in the world, right at this very 

instant, one nerd is saying to another, 

with all the enthusiasm drained from his 

voice, "I just spent eight hours grinding."  

And somewhere else, another nerd is 

saying the same thing, only for him, it is a 

matter of pride, of bragging rights, a 

strange sort of badge of honour. 

  

I once had a conversation on grinding 

with a friend of mine, and while he 

agreed that in many cases grinding in 

required to continue progressing, he was 

more philosophical about the amount of 

grinding one chooses to do.  "It's like a 

table," he said.  "You can spend a couple 

hours building a table, and it'll be alright, 

for the most part.  But you can spend 

eight hours making that table, and then 

you'll have a beautiful table, and it's going 

to last a long time.  It all depends how 

much work you're willing to put into it." 

 

 

 And I understand his point, and, indeed, 

I agree with it.  At times, grinding does 

provide a unique pleasure; as you 

gradually watch your characters learn 

spells and abilities, it taps into the system 

itself: role-playing games are, at their 

heart, about growth and character-

building.  Grinding in and of itself is not 

evil, and, when I'm in a somewhat more 

charitable mood, I might be persuaded to 

say the same thing about mini-games, 

systemic coherence be damned. 

  

It is, rather, the way grinding is required, 

and that, in turn, creates the void that is 

then filled by mini-games.  In order for 

the RPG as we know it to maintain some 

level or illusion of difficulty, grinding is a 

necessary evil.  Without grinding, the 

entire game falls apart: there is no 

challenge, no difficulty, and really no 

point.  The fact that skill is not really 

required, and that strategy is de-

emphasized by the system itself, would be 

laid bare. 

  
What, then, would be left?  Even with 

grinding still firmly in place, why would 

any player who is intelligent enough to 

see it for what it is still want to play an 

RPG?  What compelling reason would 

bring us back to the genre, again and 

again? 
  
Well, there is one thing-- the one 

remaining defining feature, the one thing 

I omitted from my four-part systemic 

definition in our first chapter-- the one 

thing that some of you have been 

shouting at me this entire time-- the one 

thing that gives this entire article its rather 

provocative title. 
  
And that one thing is called Story.Story.Story.Story. 
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IV. The ProblemIV. The ProblemIV. The ProblemIV. The Problem    

    
Sources of MeaningSources of MeaningSources of MeaningSources of Meaning 

  

Each art form has its own sources of 

meaning, its own ways of imparting 

information, of stimulating thought and 

emotion, of touching the human soul: 

paintings do it through composition, 

colour, and the interplay of shadows and 

light; poetry uses the sounds of individual 

words and the rhythms of those words 

taken in tandem to create images and 

beat phrases into one's brainpan; film 

uses images, people, movement, and 

sound-- sometimes to focus one's 

attention, and sometimes to immerse the 

audience, surrounding them like water.   

  

Sometimes, these sources of meaning are 

mimetic-- there are plenty of films, for 

example, in which the primary source of 

meaning is the dialogue (i.e., the written 

word).  And-- let's be clear-- there's 

nothing wrong with that.  But if 

discussions of film as an art form, and the 

public's appreciation of them, only 

centered on the words being said at the 

expense of the way in which they are said 

and other non-mimetic aspects of film 

art-- and, in fact, if those non-mimetic 

qualities were considered somehow 

childish, embarrassing, or unworthy of 

serious attention-- then something in 

rotten in the state of Hyrule. 

  

But now we turn our attention to video 

games, and in doing so we arrive at an 

obvious question: what is the primary 

source of meaning in a video game?  But 

the answer to that question is not so 

obvious: while one-- especially one that's 

been reading this magazine and agrees, at 

least in part, with its basic premises--

 might be inclined to say that game play 

itself is or should be the primary source 

of meaning, and even as I myself am 

inclined to agree with that statement, the 

question is then raised as to what kinds of 

meaning, exactly, does game play impart 

in and of itself?  Game play on its 

lonesome-- "pure" game play, or a 

reasonable facsimile thereof-- cannot 

really impart information, cannot explore 

any theme or idea, and cannot engender 

meaningful and complex emotions 

beyond elation (victory!), despair (game 

over!), and determination (insert token to 

continue). 

  

What it can do is provide a pleasure, and 

an experience-- and thus a meaning-- 

wholly unique and wholly its own, 

something deep and untouchable and 

personal that cannot really be summed 

up or explained, just like it's impossible to 

explain, intellectually or objectively, why 

one person loves another.  Game play is 

not capable, nor is it concerned with, 

exploring the various meanings of 

narrative art-- at least, not without a little 

help. 

  

Various qualities borrowed from other art 

forms help deepen and enliven the 

experience of playing a game: colourful 

sprites, bouncy sound-effects, and 

infectious music are a big part of why 

Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros. is SupeSupeSupeSuper Mario Bros.r Mario Bros.r Mario Bros.r Mario Bros.        

These qualities-- or rather their opposites-

- are a major reason why the 

original CastlevaniaCastlevaniaCastlevaniaCastlevania enjoyed the success it 

did, despite the clunky controls and by-

the-numbers game play. 
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 And so, mimetic elements have always 

been a part of video game design; some 

semblance of "narrative" has always been 

present since at least the start of the 

console era.  The important thing is not 

how much of a game is mimetic and how 

much is non-mimetic, but rather how 

those qualities work together.  Again-- as 

we pointed out in our discussion of mini-

games-- the first and most important rule 

of game design is that of systemic 

coherence.  There's nothing wrong, per 

se, with telling a story in a video game, 

and, in fact, storytelling does have a place 

in game design, if only to make the stated 

goal of the game more exciting than 

"move from the left side of the screen to 

the right side of the screen"; it's only when 

the game play and the storytelling exist in 

separate spheres, like a comedy-drama 

film in which the divide between the 

comedy and the drama is highly 

pronounced and thus each half severely 

at odds with the other, that a problem 

arises-- the Problem, in fact, with RPGs. 

 

CinematicCinematicCinematicCinematics and the Devaluation of s and the Devaluation of s and the Devaluation of s and the Devaluation of ChoiceChoiceChoiceChoice 

  

Let me tell you a horror story: its name is 

Kingdom Hearts IIKingdom Hearts IIKingdom Hearts IIKingdom Hearts II.  I had heard a 

number of surprisingly good things about 

the Disney-Square Enix crossover (a 

dubious premise if ever there was one), 

and so I borrowed a Playstation 2 and a 

copy of the game from my brother.  The 

game's internal clock says that I played 

for an hour, which actually means that I 

played for about eight minutes and spent 

fifty-two minutes watching cartoons.
25
  

When I did get to actually play the game, 

it was for two uninspiring battles and a 

slew of mini-games.  (And as for those, 

well, they were mini-games.) 

                                                 
25

 "Cinematics" or "cut-scenes". 

 I asked around, trying to find out what I 

was missing: perhaps some actual game 

play to be found seven or eight hours in?  

But those who recommended the game 

to me didn't mention the game play: they 

talked about the storytelling, the plot 

twists, the characters, the locales, the fan 

service.  These cinematics weren't just a 

source of meaning; they were the source 

of meaning-- the sole source of meaning.  

And a video game in which game play 

doesn't matter is no video game at all. 

  

Granted, I would not call the Kingdom Kingdom Kingdom Kingdom 

Hearts Hearts Hearts Hearts series an RPG in the first place, 

and most of today's RPGs-- one hopes!-- 

do not err quite so heavily on the side of 

cut scenes.  But the emphasis on 

narrative as a primary source of meaning, 

and the inverse devaluation of non-

mimetic elements, is troubling.  

Increasingly, I find myself asking the 

same question over and over again: why 

are these games in the first place?  Why 

not movies or books? 

  

There are two answers for that.  The 

more cynical of the two answers-- which 

I'll gloss over accordingly-- is that some 

game designers would make films if they 

could.  When RPGs first rose to 

prominence in the eighties and nineties, 

high fantasy films were prohibitively 

expensive to make and not usually 

financially successful
26
.  Anyone with a 

taste for the genre and an epic visual 

sensibility would find in the still-nascent 

video game art form a place to tell those 

kinds of stories.  And, in fact, when Final Final Final Final 

FantasyFantasyFantasyFantasy creator Hironobu Sakaguchi did 

get the money to make a film, the less-

than-stellar results were not much 

                                                 
26

 Does anyone remember Dragonslayer    
and Willow? 
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different than one of the later generation 

Final FantasyFinal FantasyFinal FantasyFinal Fantasy games-- only with all the 

game play cut out.  You know.  The stuff 

that makes a video game a video game in 

the first place. 

  

 
  

The second answer as to why many 

people are attracted to using the video 

game art form in order to tell stories is 

comparatively kinder to those creators 

and, indeed, commends them: it's 

because they see the potential of the art 

form-- the ways in which a staunchly 

mimetic and perhaps diametrically 

opposed element like narrative can be 

used in non-mimetic ways.  Imagine 

telling a story with a player, instead of to 

them; imagine a world that can be 

explored and, more importantly, 

changed, at will.  Imagine something 

that's truly immersive; imagine an 

experience that is markedly different 

from player to player. 

  

This potential is already there, and at its 

strongest in games with very minimal 

narrative elements; marrying it to 

narrative storytelling, and the themes and 

kinds of meaning that come with it, is a 

noble if, perhaps, impossible dream.  I 

say that it is perhaps impossible not out 

of cynicism, or to disparage the attempts 

in any way: I say it because narrative 

requires a degree of linearity, of cause 

and effect, while the presence of a linear 

path is detrimental to player choice and 

thus to the video game art form. 

  

Degrees of NonDegrees of NonDegrees of NonDegrees of Non----LinearityLinearityLinearityLinearity 

  

Let me tell you another horror story: a 

one-on-one AD&D session in which I, in 

a rare performance as a DM, tried to 

introduce my wife to the game.  I 

concocted a short little adventure, more-

or-less on the fly: sick village needs an 

herb or they'll all be wiped out.  My wife 

opted to play a forest ranger, and when 

confronted with the sick village, refused 

to do anything about it: "They probably 

cut down part of my forest to make room 

for their village.  Let them die out, forest 

will reclaim the land, and then there'll be 

more room for animals."
27
 

  

As DM, I had to adjust, and quickly, 

finding something else for her rather 

brutal little ranger to do with her time.  

Now, imagine the same thing happening 

in an RPG video game.  A player starting 

up a new game of Final FantasyFinal FantasyFinal FantasyFinal Fantasy might 

choose to not rescue the princess from 

the clutches of Garland, but then he'll 

never leave that little island.  No new path 

opens; the player cannot pursue any 

other direction-- except, perhaps, 

                                                 
27

 You have to give her credit-- she did 

stay in-character. 
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grinding for eternity.  There are no 

consequences, positive or negative, until 

the player makes the choice-- the only 

choice-- that is expected of him.  In this 

way, the player is forced to do what the 

game's designers want him to do-- not 

what he wants to do. 

  

I'll admit that it's an extreme example-- 

after all, who wouldn't want to rescue a 

princess?-- but it's an apt one for the 

genre.  A player's geographical range is 

extremely limited and dependent upon 

story points: rescue the princess to build 

the bridge, defeat the pirates to gain the 

ship, et cetera, all along an extremely 

linear path.  One cannot complete most 

of these goals out of sequence, and these 

goals are not optional. 

  

Of course, it's not exactly fair to damn 

story-heavy RPGs for being excessively 

linear.  After all, platformers such as 

Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros. have extremely linear 

plots that the player cannot change, and 

you can't opt not to collect a couple of 

pieces of the Triforce in TheTheTheThe Legend of Legend of Legend of Legend of 

ZeldaZeldaZeldaZelda.  The latter has a higher degree of 

non-linearity than the former-- you can, 

after all, choose to conquer the eight 

main dungeons in any order-- but both 

fall short of the lofty standards to which I 

am trying to hold the RPG. 

  

The difference, of course, is that the 

emphases and primary sources of 

meaning for each game or genre is 

different from the others: a platformer 

like MarioMarioMarioMario is focused on action-based 

game play, and thus well served by its 

linear left-to-right level layouts, while the 

fulcrum upon which ZeldaZeldaZeldaZelda turns is 

exploration, making it a good fit for its 

large overworld and the ability to tackle 

dungeons in any order you devise.  

Whereas, with the RPG, in which 

storytelling provides such a large degree 

of a game's meaning, its presence-- and 

the accompanying linearity-- is 

foregrounded, and the limitations it 

causes far more serious. 

  

That is, the linear plot of Super Mario Super Mario Super Mario Super Mario 

Bros.Bros.Bros.Bros. doesn't matter because that plot is 

of no real consequence, but the 

linearness of plots in role-playing games, 

in which the plot is of grave importance, 

negatively impacts the game play.  The 

dream inherent in story-based games, and 

the potential within, remains a dream, 

and that potential remains untapped. 

  

If a story-based game was more non-

linear-- if most player choices had 

meaningful impact, and if a wide variety 

of choices were open to the player-- it 

wouldn't really be story-based.  The plot 

could quickly become very convoluted 

and random, subject as it is to the whims 

of the player.  It would then lack the 

cohesion, and thus the character 

development and thematic meanings, that 

lead designers to attempt it in the first 

place. 

  

The best one can hope for are degrees of 

non-linearity-- of slack in the reins, of 

some pleasing balance between these two 

perhaps mutually exclusive poles.  So far, 

no game-- RPG or otherwise-- has 

managed to quite pull it off.
28
  There have 

been features of the RPG, and some 

games within the genre, that have 

attempted to increase the degree of 

player choice-- to give a little more slack 

in those reins.  They are at once 

promising and discouraging. 

                                                 
28

 At least not to my satisfaction.  Your 

mileage may vary. 
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First up, and most prominently, there is 

the side quest-- an optional objective, 

sometimes large and sometimes small, 

which, upon completion, gives the player 

some kind of reward: in-game currency, 

special items, or even a new party 

member.  By making it optional, it 

increases the sense of player autonomy 

and the immersiveness of the game's 

world, both pluses by anyone's litmus; by 

giving the player a unique reward-- 

something of value that can't be found 

otherwise-- the designers ensure that a 

player would want to tackle the challenge 

in the first place.  If a side quest yielded 

no reward, it's unlikely that any player 

would give them much thought. 

  

As it stands, it's a nearly perfect 

compromise between the demands of 

narrative and game play, greatly adding to 

the value and depth of a game.  A 

designer with a fairly linear story can still 

tell his story in a linear fashion, with a 

number of side quests momentarily 

freeing the player from the rails, so to 

speak.  It makes it more of a game and 

less of a movie with game-esque 

intermezzos. 

  

The completion of a side quest does not 

impact the main story; in its way, it's just 

another kind of mini-game.  Of course, I 

love a good side quest, while my loathing 

of mini-games, I think, has been set forth 

somewhat definitively in our last chapter.  

The difference, of course, is that the side 

quest "fits" within the game system. 

  

At the same time, and perhaps I'm being 

just a wee bit ogreish here
29
, the existence 

of side quests as something separate from 

                                                 
29

 Here's hoping Monica Conyers doesn't 

call me Shrek. 

the "real" story (and thus, in a genre 

deriving so much meaning from that 

story, the "real" game) also highlights and 

draws attention to the linearity and lack of 

choice present in the core storyline.  Side 

quests add value to a game, yes, and I'd 

much rather play an RPG with side 

quests than an RPG in which they are 

absent, but if someone were to play the 

game "straight", following the story beats 

and objectives sequentially without any 

diversions or off-shoots, the lack of 

choice would be, I think, somewhat 

suffocating. 

 

Which brings me back to the impossible 

dream: wouldn't it be wonderful if there 

was some way to reconcile story and 

game, to have game play decisions that 

impacted the story and story decisions 

that impacted the game play-- a game 

where the divide between the side quest 

and the main quest is nonexistent, 

because both are dependent, to some 

degree, upon the player's choice?   

 

For a while, this dream seemed slightly 

less impossible-- or at least like game 

designers were moving closer to it, taking 

steps in the right direction.  Nowhere is 

this promise more evident-- and, sadly, in 

retrospect, no game is now more 

disappointing regarding our impossible 

dream-- than in Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger, a game 

which turns around the idea that a 

player's actions have consequences. 
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For the uninitiated
30
, Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger 

concerns time travel.  The basic premise-- 

start in the present day, go back in time, 

change something, go back to the present 

and things are different-- is very, 

very strong and immensely appealing.  It 

marries player choice and story, making 

it, in theory, impossible to separate one 

from the other. 

  

I say in theory because, sadly, the game 

doesn't quite use this mechanic enough.  

Those things that you can choose to 

change generally have no real impact on 

the game's story; the changes that do 

make big changes are those mandated by 

the plot-- those changes you have to make 

if you want to proceed to the next portion 

of the game play.  There's a sense of 

cause and effect, and yet the great 

potential for this mechanic is squandered. 

  

One of the clearest and most 

disappointing instances of this cause-and-

effect mechanic is a sequence of events 

that does not concern itself with time 

travel related changes at all.  Early in the 

game, Crono
31
 is put on trial for 

"kidnapping" Marle.   

 

The charges against him are flimsy; both 

the prosecution and the defense call on 

character witnesses to defame and defend 

him, respectively.  The character 

witnesses are culled from attendees to the 

Fair where the supposed kidnapping took 

place. 

 

Here, your behaviour at the fair is 

scrutinized.  Did you talk to Marle to 

                                                 
30

 All four of you. 
31

 Not a typo; "Crono" is the character's 

name, while "Chrono" is the first half of 

the title. 

make sure she was okay before you 

fetched her pendant?  Did you try to sell 

that pendant?  Did you rescue the kitten?  

Did you steal the man's lunch? 

 

 

 

 
    

There's a sense here that your previous 

actions mattered, that they have 

consequences.  The jury votes and, 

depending on your actions at the fair, you 

are either found innocent or guilty.  This 

would seem to be a wonderful example 

of real cause-and-effect in game play.   

 

But no. 

 

 No matter what the verdict, you are still 

sent to jail and, in fact, you still face 

execution.  The game is still stuck on the 

rails; the linear story is enforced 

repressively.   
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I certainly don't want to come across as 

too negative here; Crono Trigger is a 

great game and a fine example of what 

one can do with the genre.  But it's also 

disappointing when it, like the genre, falls 

short of its potential. 

  

Frog and MagusFrog and MagusFrog and MagusFrog and Magus 

  

But Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger also contains 

one of the most perfect and 

interesting moments in the strange 

history of the intersection between 

game and story. 
  

One of your party members, Frog, was 

transformed into an approximation of his 

namesake by the wizard Magus.  He can 

only regain human form if he defeats 

Magus and avenges his friend, Cyrus, 

whom Magus had slain.  As you play 

through the game, you discover Magus's 

own tragic back story. 

  

Once you and your party best Magus in 

combat, Magus pleads forgiveness, asking 

if he can join your party, help defeat the 

monstrous Lavos, and in doing so 

redeem himself for his prior evil.  But if 

this happens, then Frog will never regain 

his human form. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are given a choice: allow Magus to 

join your party, or allow Frog to kill him.  

Now, from a simple game play 

standpoint, the choice is fairly easy-- 

Magus's incredible magical powers would 

be a great asset in the final battle with 

Lavos.  And so, strictly from a "playing to 

win" standpoint, there's no contest. 

 

 
 

 
  

But here's the thing.  Much as I blather 

on about how games are systems 

and much as I choose my party members 

for their power levels over pittling non-
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consequential things like story points, I 

never make that decision based on power 

levels.  I always decide from my heart, 

and I'm never quite sure what I'll decide 

until the moment arrives.  If I choose 

Frog, I'm sorry that I've damned Magus 

to the role of the villain, a role he was so 

ready to cast off once and for all; if I 

choose Magus, I know that Frog will live 

with his guilt, trapped in the body of a 

frog, his friend's spirit never coming to 

rest.  And I honestly can't say which one 

is worse. 

  

That, to me, is incredible.  It's the first, 

and, in my life so far, the only time that I 

was conscious of a story decision, and 

effectively a moral catch-22 at that, 

impacting my game play and overriding 

my "playing to win" impulse.  This 

moment, more than anything, speaks to 

the potential-- the real, heady, and 

incredible potential-- of a marriage 

between game and story.   

  

And if there was a game full of moments 

like these-- well, that's reason enough, I 

think, to pursue this impossible dream. 

 

The Magical Amnesiac and theThe Magical Amnesiac and theThe Magical Amnesiac and theThe Magical Amnesiac and the    

BattleBattleBattleBattle----Hardened CynicHardened CynicHardened CynicHardened Cynic with Nice Hair  with Nice Hair  with Nice Hair  with Nice Hair 

Who Save the WorldWho Save the WorldWho Save the WorldWho Save the World 

  

Because we are discussing a genre for 

which plot and character provide a high 

degree of a game's meaning, we would be 

remiss if we did not entertain at the very 

least a brief discussion of the types 

of plots and sorts of characterization 

typical of the genre.   

 

While we can't speak too broadly-- the 

snark that gives this section its subtitle, for 

example, really applies mostly to the 

games of genre heavyweight Square Enix 

and, more specifically, its flagship Final Final Final Final 

FantaFantaFantaFantasysysysy series-- there are some common 

features that help reinforce both the 

tendency towards narrative linearity and a 

certain narrowness of story genre. 

  

To begin with, the plots are typically epic 

in scope.  The fate of the world hangs in 

the balance-- a cataclysmic armageddon 

must be averted.  This task usually falls to 

a small, dedicated, and eclectic group of 

adventurers, each generally fighting this 

good fight for their own reasons.  Often 

times, they are opposed by a larger 

group, usually an "official" or authoritative 

body, such as a government or 

corporation, that has aligned themselves 

with the agents of catastrophe or has 

blinded themselves to its dire 

consequences by greed or lust for power.  

Generally, one or more members of our 

rag-tag group are in someway tied to the 

impending disaster; in the Square Enix 

games, this role often falls to the 

aforementioned Magical Amnesiac. 

  

Now, with a few changes here and there, 

this plot outline could apply to just about 

any story-based video game in any genre.  

One of the most common emotional 

desires that games can tap into is the 

desire to restore order.  Super Mario Super Mario Super Mario Super Mario 

Bros.Bros.Bros.Bros. and The Legend of ZeldaThe Legend of ZeldaThe Legend of ZeldaThe Legend of Zelda are both 

about restoring the legitimate government 

of the Mushroom Kingdom and Hyrule, 

respectively; TetrisTetrisTetrisTetris taps into this impulse 

at once more directly and more 

abstractly.  It is telling, though, that while 

many other games share the basic 

premise of "make things right again", very 

few outside the RPG are about the 

prevention of a world-ending disaster.  In 

those other games, the disaster, slightly 

less catastrophic in scope, has already 

happened-- a dark age has fallen over a 
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peaceful land, and now it's up to the 

player to fix it. 

  

In any case, the "save the world" storyline 

sets a definite winning condition: save the 

world, and you win; fail, and you lose.  

And this is fine, and more-or-less as it 

should be.  Every part of the game, every 

twist and turn, builds towards the grand 

finale, just as every level and every boss in 

a platformer builds towards the final level 

and the final boss.  But this also makes 

the game more linear, as any story 

building towards a specific climax is wont 

to do.  While this isn't a problem in 

games were the story doesn't matter-- 

such as a platformer-- in a game in which 

the story does matter, it comes at the 

expense of player choice. 

  

This sense of linear plotting also applies 

to character arcs.  Characters in RPGs, 

regardless of the relative attractiveness of 

their hair, do often adhere to certain 

archetypes-- the loner, the womanizer, the 

roustabout, the serious brooder wracked 

with guilt-- and within those archetypes 

are prepackaged character arcs-- for 

example, the loner finds he has friends 

and the brooder at last comes to term 

with his past.  These sorts of arcs are 

natural fits for those archetypes, and, yes, 

they are, to a degree, dramatically 

satisfying. 

  

But they are, at best, popcorn 

characterizations-- in keeping, perhaps, 

with the popcorn movie nature of the 

plots.  Regardless, because each of these 

character have such well-defined 

emotional arcs, these arcs must be told in 

an appropriately linear fashion.  This, in 

turn, also limits player choice, and makes 

the name of the genre more ironic: now 

that role-playing games have roles, the 

player cannot play them.  The player has 

little to no influence on the evolution of 

the characters over which he ostensibly 

has control. 

  

In our very next chapter, we'll be 

discussing these problems-- and some 

possible solutions-- in somewhat greater 

detail.  But first... 

  

A Word About SettingA Word About SettingA Word About SettingA Word About Setting 

  

One more thing that video game RPGs 

have in common with their Gygaxian 

forefathers is a setting in the realm of 

speculative literature: high fantasy, hard 

science fiction, or some uniquely 

Japanese hybrid of both.  While there are 

some notable exceptions-- EarthboundEarthboundEarthboundEarthbound, 

being more comedy than sci-fi, 

immediately leaps to mind-- the 

dominance of one narrative genre, almost 

at the exclusion of all others, in one game 

genre is frankly unique.   

  

I can think of no other game genre-- a 

genre that is defined by systemic features-

- being tied so directly to a story genre.  

Platformers, for example, can and do 

encompass an extremely wide range of 

story genres and sub-genres, from light 

bouncy fantasy (Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.Super Mario Bros.) to 

high fantasy, whether it be horror 

(CastlCastlCastlCastlevaniaevaniaevaniaevania) or sword-and-sorcery 

(Wizards and WarriorsWizards and WarriorsWizards and WarriorsWizards and Warriors), to science 

fiction (MetroidMetroidMetroidMetroid) to realistic cop drama 

(Dirty HarryDirty HarryDirty HarryDirty Harry) and war (North and SouthNorth and SouthNorth and SouthNorth and South 

or Gulf WarGulf WarGulf WarGulf War), to biblical settings (the 

Wisdom Tree platformers); the list goes 

on and on. 

  

Where, then, are the RPGs about 

policemen?  Or any other story genre, for 

that matter?  Why does speculative 

literature dominate? 
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 The answer is that the specific systemic 

elements that define the genre (one last 

time, everyone: experience levels, turn-

based battles, random encounters, and 

multiple character parties) are less 

plausible the further you move away from 

speculative literature.   

 

Let's say, for example, that you're going to 

make an RPG about police officers in a 

tough crime-ridden city.  While there 

certainly are many different types of skill 

sets available-- detectives, CSIs, SWAT, 

traffic cops, narcotics-- it's difficult to 

imagine a scenario in which several of 

these types would use their skills on  

semi-regular basis in combat, or in which 

other common tropes, such as the looting 

of treasure and the discovery of new 

weapons and armour, would be in 

evidence. 

 

All these things make sense in a science-

fiction or fantasy world, though-- and 

that's probably because the game system 

that RPG video games use was originally 

designed with a fantasy setting specifically 

in mind. 

 

 

Road Blocks and Road Blocks and Road Blocks and Road Blocks and FlyFlyFlyFly----SwallowingSwallowingSwallowingSwallowing 
Story tropes as geographical limitations 

 

 
 

The linearity in evidence in the plots and character arcs of many RPGs often also extends 

to the exploration of the game's world itself, and thus encroaches on the actual game play.  

The RPG is not unique is this aspect; many games in a variety of genres contain content 

that can only be accessed or unlocked after the completion of other content.  (That's 

basically how all platformers work, after all.) 
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But in an RPG, this approach is 

particularly irritating, so much so that it 

has become a genre trope in its own right-

- the guard who stands in front of the cave 

until the plot demands you enter it, or the 

small island nation that will build you a 

bridge to the main land if you rescue the 

princess but somehow possesses no boats 

of any kind. 

 

 
 

It's not that the player's choices are 

limited, but rather that such limits require 

an in-story explanation, and that often 

these explanations are not satisfactory.  

The eventual gimmick behind this trope-- 

as you proceed in the game, in addition 

to gaining party members and abilities 

you will also acquire various modes of 

transport that you give you wider and 

wider access to the game's world. 

 

This only further highlights the difference 

between most role-playing games and an 

action-adventure game, such as the ZeldaZeldaZeldaZelda 

series, which is often erroneously looped 

in with it.  A game such as the original 

ZeldaZeldaZeldaZelda revolves around exploration and 

thus allows the player access to all parts 

of the overworld, while an RPG, 

revolving around a linear plot, puts the 

kibosh on exploration until the later 

stages of the game. 

 

As you approach those stages, you'll often 

find yourself faced with a chain of "fetch 

quests", a trope that I sometimes call fly-

swallowing  in reference to that jazzy little 

Alan Mills-Rose Bonne ditty, There Was 

an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly: she 

swallowed the cat to catch the bird and 

she swallowed the bird to catch the spider 

and she swallowed the spider to catch the 

fly. 

 

Similarly, you might find yourself needing 

some kind of item-- a magic pendant 

perhaps?-- in order to move on to the 

next story point.  But the woman with the 

pendant won't part with it unless you can 

find her a hairbrush.  Of course, the only 

hairbrush on the entire continent is in the 

possession of an old man in the desert, 

who will gladly trade it to you for a guitar.  

The instrument maker will make you a 

guitar if you can find his lost son, who 

isn't lost but ran away from home and 

refuses to return unless you first win him 

some marbles at an asinine mini-game.  

Unfortunately, in order to enter the mini-

game, you need a special disguise that the 

disguise-maker will make for you if you 

retrieve the golden thread deep in the 

bowels of some Godforsaken dungeon.  

And, of course, all these various locations 

are at opposite ends of the continent, so 

you'll find yourself trekking back and 

forth, back and forth, wondering why you 

didn't just strangle the woman ands teal 

her pendant in the first place. 

 

Suffice to say, I don't think that either of 

these story tropes translate into good 

game design.  To be frank, I think they 

should never see the light of day again.  
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A Few Words About Chrono TriggerA Few Words About Chrono TriggerA Few Words About Chrono TriggerA Few Words About Chrono Trigger 

 
I know that our recent discussion of Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger, being centered as it is around the 

potential of the concept and the ways in which that concept was not delivered upon, did it a 

bit of a disservice, as, in fact, any discussion centered on storytelling in a video game is wont 

to do.  So, before we reach our concluding chapter on the very next page, I wanted to take 

this opportunity to say just a few kind words about one of the finest RPGs Square Enix ever 

made. 

 

The first and most striking thing about Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger is its scale.  While it's still very 

much a "save the world from impending disaster" story, it is at the same time an extremely 

intimate game.  There are fewer areas to explore and fewer plot twists, which does not 

mean that the game lacks complexity but rather that each area counts, matters, and pulls it 

weight.  The small pool of hit points available to the player, maxing out at 999 instead of, 

say, 9999, makes every battle more intense.  Likewise, the small party size (three) and the 

small cast of characters to choose from (seven in all) ensure that no party configuration has 

any dead weight and that every party member counts double. 

 

This is reinforced by the already-discussed combo attack system, a canny addition to the 

RPG whose influence I wish was more widespread. 

 

If everything counts in Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger, then the boss battles count double.  Just about 

every battle requires some kind of unique strategy; some enemies have multiple spots to be 

attacked, such as an upper and a lower body, while some are immune to different types of 

attacks and weak against others. 

 

From a story point of view, the majority of the characters are bright, friendly, confident 

young people.  There's very little brooding save for Frog and Magus, and none of the core 

cast are amnesiacs whose destinies are inexplicably tied to the big disaster.  Instead, our 

heroes learn about Lavos and decide, hey, let's do something about that.  And then, they 

do.  It's a very refreshing, optimistic, and, again, intimate departure from the bombast and 

angst that marks most RPGs. 
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V. The FutureV. The FutureV. The FutureV. The Future 
 

Everything must evolve: people, animals, 

politics, and art.  Everything has to 

change with the times and adapt to its 

current set of circumstances.  To 

stubbornly and nostalgically cling to "the 

way things used to be" results only in 

marginalization and death. 

 

But there's a reason why nostalgia exists, 

and why it is such a potent psychological 

force.  Too often when things evolve, 

they become unrecognizable.  I'm 

reasonably certain, for example, that if 

Abraham Lincoln was confronted with 

today's Republican Party, he'd be at a loss 

for words. 

 

The trick, like it is with so many things, is 

to strike a balance: to change, yes, but not 

to change those things that make it 

eternal.  To improve on the past, but not 

to abandon it wholesale.  To make it 

better without losing sight of the 

essentials. 

 

The RPG is evolving, and has been doing 

so almost since it's inception.  Final Final Final Final 

FantasyFantasyFantasyFantasy VIVIVIVI is as different from the first 

part of the series as Final Fantasy XIIFinal Fantasy XIIFinal Fantasy XIIFinal Fantasy XII is 

from six.  Because of this constant 

evolution, we've gained class/job systems, 

highly specialized and unique skill sets, 

the active time battle system, among 

many other extremely worthy additions to 

the basic system. 

 

But that system, at its core, has always 

remained the same.  Sure, there have 

been offshoots, sub-genres, and even 

some very good games, such as Chrono Chrono Chrono Chrono 

TriggerTriggerTriggerTrigger, that have succeeded at doing 

away with random encounters while still 

remaining identifiably RPGs.  But the 

system had remained more-or-less intact.  

An RPG was still an RPG. 

 

But that is changing. 

 

Random encounters are passé.  Turn-

based battles are too "oldschool".  They're 

being replaced by action-based combat, 

which means that the player cannot 

control multiple party members at once.  

All that's really left is the experience point 

system, which is admittedly the mechanic 

at the heart of the genre.  But without 

these other elements, it's a heart without 

arteries, without a body-- at least, not a 

body that's recognizable as an RPG. 

 

And part of me just wants to say, to hell 

with it-- those are action-RPGs, they're 

just another off-shoot, another sub-genre, 

and one that pretty much misses the 

point of RPGs in the first place.  But the 

fact of the matter is, the RPG as I know it 

is rapidly disappearing.  Oh, sure, it will 

always be around: the old games will 

never really die, and there's always a 

market for "retro" games.  But it's 

certainly beginning to decline, giving way 

to the action-RPG. 

 

And it's not like the people making 

action-RPGs are doing it with the stated 

goal of obliterating its traditional turn-

based predecessor.  I think the creation 

of the action-RPG stems from two 

distinct premises.  First of all, the 

designers of such games are aware of the 

problems inherent in the bare bones 

system-- the way in-battle strategy is 

minimized from within the system itself, 

and the way in which grinding is made 
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necessary for the system to work.  The 

creation of an action-based interface 

encourages in-battle strategy and, since 

that interface depends on skill, grinding is 

minimized or eliminated completely.  

Secondly, I don't think they see the RPG 

as being defined by those systemic 

elements; I think they see the RPG as 

being defined by narrative elements-- a 

speculative setting and an epic storyline 

chief among them. 

 

I don't like the end result of these 

premises-- lots of cut-scenes, extremely 

linear storytelling, and game play that's 

closer to an action-adventure game than 

any RPG I've ever played.  It not only 

moves further away from what makes the 

genre special in the first place, but in 

moving closer and closer to the demands 

of storytelling, it also moves further away 

from the purposes and proclivities of the 

art form itself. 

 

I also disagree with these premises.  Yes, 

there are some problems with the basic 

system, but to say that it is fundamentally 

broken is a gross overstatement and 

injustice.  Just as the system has been 

refined and improved upon over time, it 

can be refined and improved on again.  

In fact, with the technology now available, 

there's so much more that can be done 

with the system; it can be transformed 

into something that is new and glorious 

yet still emphasizes strategy, exploration, 

and character growth.  There are ways in 

which the promise of the genre can be 

fulfilled, instead of merely chucking it. 

 

I can see where the RPG is headed in the 

future-- I think we all can see it: towards 

storytelling and thumb-twitching, and 

away from player choice and brain-

twitching.  But I can also see where I'd 

like to see the RPG go, the ways in which 

I'd like to see it evolve.  And maybe these 

ideas of mine will always be simply that: 

ideas, pipe-dreams, never to be realized 

and perhaps to be made the subject of 

ridicule.  I don't pretend to be a visionary 

or a seer; I'm just an interested enthusiast 

and it is in that spirit that I present the 

following brief glimpses into some 

alternate futures.
32
 

 

Recentered FociRecentered FociRecentered FociRecentered Foci 

 

In the RPG as we know it, the focus is 

squarely on battle, and those battles are 

almost always of the "kill everything" 

variety, which in turn emphasizes brutal 

numerical strength over strategy.  But by 

shifting the focus of the game play to 

other areas both outside and inside of 

battle, a renewed emphasis could be 

placed on strategy and the need for 

grinding could be greatly diminished. 

  

Consider, first of all, the matter of 

experience points.  Because they are the 

primary unit by which one measures their 

progress and increases their power, and 

because they are only earned in battle, 

battle becomes the only thing that 

"counts".  What if, instead of 

concentrating solely in this one area, 

experience points could be earned in a 

variety of ways-- similar, in some respects, 

to the way experience points are earned 

in pencil-and-paper role-playing games?  

For example, points could be earned by 

solving puzzles, by navigating successful 

                                                 
32

 Plural.  As you'll see, in the pages that 

follow I offer up ways in which the genre 

can change, not "the" way.  Some of my 

suggestions are, indeed, mutually 

exclusive to one another. 
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interactions with non-player characters, or 

by exploring. 

  

The trick, of course, would be to 

maintain a level of systemic coherence.  

While solving a puzzle might earn some 

experience points, solving a block puzzle 

would feel too much like a mini-game.
33
  

Exploration-- ostensibly one of the strong 

points of an RPG-- would be a somewhat 

easier fit: as new areas are discovered or 

trekked over, the player's experience 

points would incrementally increase.  

Harder-to-find or harder-to-access spots 

would yield more points.  This in turn 

would necessitate less linear dungeon 

layouts, by which I mean there would be 

more paths, not more dead-ends. 

  

The problem here, of course, is that each 

alternative method holds within it the 

capability for abuse.  If grinding for 

points by fighting monsters holds within it 

the mere capacity for tedium, then 

walking around a dungeon for hours 

trying to find every nook and cranny it 

would be a certainty.  And a player who is 

less capable of winning a battle might 

build up his levels using the other 

methods and only then go out to fight the 

level three monsters with his level twenty 

party. 

  

Such a system would require a lot of fine-

tuning and finessing.  A balance would 

have to be struck that would give each 

area of game play equivalent weight-- and 

again, without making the game play too 

compartmentalized in doing so.  Unless, 

of course, compartmentalization was the 

point: what if systemic coherence could 

                                                 
33 And I say this as a man who loves 

block puzzles.  Give it up for my man 

Lolo! 

be provided by the close relationships 

between grossly disparate factors? 

  

What if, for example, there was not one 

experience level and one set of 

experience points but rather several?  

This has been attempted before, albeit on 

a smaller scale and in a different way, the 

espers and magic points in Final Fantasy Final Fantasy Final Fantasy Final Fantasy 

VIVIVIVI and the tech points that allow 

characters to learn new special attacks in 

Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger being prime examples.  

In those games, however, those extra 

points are earned in battle, same as the 

regular experience points. 

  

What if, instead, different kinds of points 

were earned by different kinds of 

activity?  Points won in battle would go 

towards increasing attack power.  Solving 

puzzles or exploring a dungeon might 

increase intelligence; doing so in a shorter 

period of time might increase a 

character's speed.  These are just a few 

obvious examples. 

  

The two questions I'm almost certain 

you're about to throw at me are: one, 

wouldn't this be too many levels to keep 

track of?, and, two, why would anyone 

care what a character's intelligence score 

was?  And you'd be right on that first 

count-- if different statistics had different 

levels, it would be very difficult to keep 

track of; it's a lot easier to say "I have a 

level fifteen mage" than "I have a mage 

with level twelve attack power and level 

fifteen magic and level eight" et cetera.  If 

anything, it would make the genre more 

esoteric and hopelessly nerdy. 

  

But what I'm suggesting isn't that there are 

different experience levels; what I'm 

positing in an experience point system 

with no leveling-up thresholds at all.  
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Instead, every point you earn counts-- 

every victory and every accomplishment 

increases your statistics by a small 

amount.
34
 

  

And this, in turn, is why all the little 

statistics (intelligence, charisma
35
, et 

al) would matter.  The major statistics, 

such as hit points and magic points, 

would not increase with a new experience 

level, nor could they be earned on their 

lonesome by the accomplishment of 

some task; rather, they would be the 

result of gains in a combination of areas.  

Gains in intelligence and attack power, 

for example, would contribute to gains in 

points towards learning black magic, 

while gains in intelligence and defense 

would contribute to white magic; gains in 

both kinds of magic, in turn, would 

increase the pool of magic-using MP. 

  

The gains in these "composite" stats 

would increase faster if (1) there were 

significant gains made in one of its 

contributing stats, and (2) if gains were 

made concurrently in all contributing 

stats, rewarding both (1) exemplary game 

play and (2) balanced character building.  

The trick would be to keep this system as 

unobtrusive as possible: players should 

be aware that their actions have 

consequences, but they should not be so 

aware of the system that they're actively 

tracking the small numbers (or, rather, 

                                                 
34 In such a system, the points themselves 

would be yielded in small amounts-- 

ranging, perhaps, from half-a-point for 

small victories to five or six for major 

ones.  Otherwise, the player would soon 

find themselves with statistics in the 

hundreds of thousands. 
35 Some more about this later. 

that they have to do so; for some of us, 

tracking numbers is part of the fun). 

 

Such a system would recenter the focus 

of the genre away from combat, moving 

towards a more immersive experience-- 

one that might also be more conducive to 

the story-telling and world-building aims 

of many creators.  In all likelihood, de-

emphasizing its importance would also 

de-emphasize its occurrence; battles 

would be less frequent. 

  

This opens up some other possibilities, 

which could co-exist within the more 

immersive free-form system that I'm 

suggesting, or could, if that system is just a 

wee bit too radical, tweak the existing 

battle-focused mechanic to free it up 

from its focus on brute strength, 

obliteration, and thus, grinding.  If the 

player's goal-- and those of the monsters-- 

were changed, it could result in deeper, 

more strategic game play.
36
 

 

For example, consider the "protecting 

Banon" sequence in Final Fantasy VI.Final Fantasy VI.Final Fantasy VI.Final Fantasy VI.
37373737
  If 

Banon is slain in battle, there's no Fenix 

Down-- it's game over for the entire 

                                                 
36 Some of what I'm about to suggest is 

already familiar territory for fans of tactics 

RPGs, and in many ways those games 

already create deeper and more strategic 

in-battle game play within the turn-based 

system.  Those games are also much 

more complex and less intuitive than the 

traditional RPG.  I think there is room 

for a middle ground between the two, 

transforming traditional game play by 

changing victory conditions and creating 

spatial relationships between combatants 

without getting into the grid system, 

variable terrain, or wargaming.  
37 Hurray for sidebars! 
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party.  His safety is paramount, and 

because of this the player cannot stick to 

a heavily aggressive game play style. 

  

Now, what happens if we took that basic 

idea-- one party member that has to be 

protected at all costs-- and we tweaked it a 

little?  What if, instead of merely 

protecting that party member from the 

attacks the entire party faces, the party 

was protecting him against specific, 

strategic attacks on the part of the 

monsters?  What if the monsters were 

trying especially to focus their attacks on 

that one party member-- what if their 

objective was his destruction or capture?  

It would up the stakes considerably. 

  

Now, let's soup-up the ranking-and-

flanking mechanic-- let's really make it 

sing.  Instead of two rows, let's make it 

four, or five, or seven.  Instead of merely 

putting someone in a row behind another 

party member, let's put them directly 

behind that party member.  Let's provide 

a buffer for our number one VIP, let's 

really protect him.  Of course, anyone 

behind that buffer would not be able to 

attack, and when someone moves 

forward to attack, they're going to leave 

the person they're protecting without 

protection.  And, of course, if a monster 

has magic, you'll need someone hovering 

around your VIP who has magical 

protection spells.  And since those 

someones are in-between the monsters 

and their objective, you can bet your 

bottom dollar they're going to have to 

take a lot of damage. 

  

What if, those party members in the rows 

closest to the monsters do the highest 

amount of damage-- and those monsters 

closest to the player's characters did the 

same?  What if the monsters could 

change their ranking-and-flanking as 

well?  It would be bad strategy in that 

case to just circle all your players around 

your number one man and wait for the 

enemy.  You'd have to send one or two 

party members out there to keep the 

enemy from getting into positions where 

they can do a high amount of damage to 

your number one man.  Of course, those 

party members that you move forward to 

meet the enemy are going to sustain more 

damage than they would if they stayed 

near the back.  Capping the party 

member limit at four or five, you're faced 

with a decision: on which end of the 

spectrum are you going to place your 

strongest characters?  How are you going 

to balance the demands of defense and 

offense? 

 

Let's change your goal.  Beyond merely 

protecting one of your party members, 

what if you had to kill or capture one of 

their party members?  Now the divide 

between defense and offense is that much 

clearer on both sides of the coin: not only 

are you trying to strike a balance, but the 

monsters are as well. 

  

And let's make those monsters smart!  

Example: let's make the monsters 

concerned about their own lives as much 

as if not more than the life of their 

number one imp.
38
  No one's going to just 

sit there and let your party kick the crap 

out of them.  No one's going to throw 

down their life-- or, if they do, it'll be as a 

strategic sacrafice, not as sheer stupidity.  

Your party doesn't just sit there and take 

damage; you're constantly healing your 

party.  When monsters heal, it's the 

exception, not the rule-- so let's make it a 

                                                 
38 The "pertinent imp", or "pimp" for 

short.  
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rule.  Let's make monsters who want to 

survive this battle and win it, rather than 

monsters who die because they have the 

AI of a damp cloth. 

  

Example: when, in the course of a battle, 

you do see a monster heal the other 

monsters, you probably focus your 

attacks on that monster.  Wouldn't it 

make sense, then, that if a monster saw 

one of your characters healing the others, 

that that character would become a 

target?  Wouldn't they want to eliminate 

the thing that's keeping their enemy alive? 

  

Example: when one of the monsters is 

noticeably more dangerous than the 

others-- if the monster does higher 

damage, or uses heavy-duty magic spells, 

or can afflict your party members with 

status ailments-- eliminating that monster 

becomes a priority.  So why is it that a 

party of monsters, when faced with one 

particular party member bringing the hurt 

on-- shouldn't eliminating that party 

member become a priority for them? 

  

Let's add another wrinkle. Let's say that, 

instead of protecting your weakest party 

member (like a Banon), you're charged 

with protecting your strongest: the one 

with the highest pool of hit points and the 

highest attack power-- the one that has the 

best chance of killing his way to the 

number one monster.  Would you still 

keep him sequestered in the back behind 

other party members and thus unable to 

attack?  Would you move him up to the 

front where he can do the most good and 

risk losing the entire battle? 

  

Let's look at those goals again: capture or 

kill the number one monster while 

protecting your number one from the 

same.  So: capture-- what would that 

entail?  Perhaps being in the same row as 

your query?  Perhaps your success would 

depend partially on chance, the odds of 

which are calculated by your character's 

ability to capture versus your enemy's 

ability to resist capture? 

  

And what if this "capture" wasn't only an 

option that could be used against the 

respective number ones of each party?  

What if any party member, or any 

monster, could be captured, if the odds 

were against them?  Now you could have 

a hostage situation, you could have a 

stand-off.  This could get severely abused 

and broken fairly quickly, so let's make it 

a little harder to pull it off-- let's say, for 

example, that you need at least two party 

members adjacent to a monster in order 

to pull it off-- party members that are 

close to the monster and thus more likely 

to take damage.  And let's make it the 

same way vice-versa; two or more 

monsters to carry off one of your party 

members. 

  

Now, it's a strategic maneuver; now, it 

requires that you wait for the right 

opening, that you weigh the pluses and 

minuses, and that you just plain have the 

guts to risk severe consequences.  And, 

hey, while we're at it, let's add a couple 

more wrinkles that may or may not make 

it worth your while: you can only capture 

as many monsters as there are free spots 

in your party, and the same goes for the 

monsters.  Any monsters you're still 

holding hostage at battle's end, you get to 

keep; perhaps you can take them into a 

monster trading post and receive a huge 

bounty-- larger bounties for captured 

leaders and less for followers. 

  

Maybe you can keep the monster as a 

member of your party.  Of course, that 
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could be a dangerous proposition-- 

perhaps there's a chance that a monster 

could rebel in battle.  Stronger, more 

desirable monsters would probably be 

more likely than weaker ones to do so.  

And I'm certain that fighting against 

monsters of its own species, regardless 

of power level, might inspire it to join 

your enemy.  Perhaps there could be a 

way to train the monster that didn't 

devolve into some asinine tamagachi 

mini-game? 

  

Of course, it could work both ways-- what 

if the monsters decide to cut their losses 

and escape with one of your party 

members hostage?  Would you want to 

risk it?  Perhaps if the character was 

particularly important to the storyline, he 

could rejoin your party again a little later 

on. 

  

Now, we have the opportunity for some 

calculated risks.  Let's suppose, for 

example, that you'd like to have a 

particular monster in your party-- not 

necessarily the number one monster.  

Would you allow one of your party 

members to be captured-- perhaps losing 

them forever-- to gain that monster?  Or 

would you go into battle with one spot 

vacant-- or two, thus making it more 

difficult not only to capture your desired 

monster in the first place, but to protect 

your number one man from harm. 

  

This is dynamic, strategic, exciting game 

play-- game play where anything can 

change at any given moment, where every 

battle counts-- game play, I might add, 

that's far more exciting than anything any 

action-RPG has to offer. 

  

Here's another idea: let's make 

experience points earned in battle, 

regardless of whether they're the sole 

source of experience points (i.e., a battle-

focused RPG) or merely one way of 

doing so, contingent not on mere victory 

but on the ways in which that victory is 

achieved.  A level twenty party that 

defeats a group of orcs would earn less 

points than a level ten party that does the 

same.  High power special attacks that 

affect multiple enemies would not yield 

as many points as attacks that do less 

damage.  The difference would be slight 

but noticeable enough that players would 

take it into account when deciding which 

attacks to use. 

  

Or, how about this instead-- what if 

experience points were individually doled 

out?  Rather than every party member 

getting 284 points for defeating a group of 

monsters, what if those 284 points are 

divvied up depending on how much a 

character had to do with the victory?  

Powerhouses that do more damage 

would earn a bigger piece of the pie, 

which means that putting a powerhouse 

in a party with a bunch of scrubs and 

having that powerhouse take care of the 

actual battling in order to build the levels 

for the others would not be an option.  

The player would have to balance his 

characters. 

  

The obvious problem with such a 

situation is that some characters would 

hog more points than others, no matter 

how balanced one tries to make their 

party.  But there's a couple of solutions to 

that: first of all, what is the system also 

included bonuses and handicaps?  Party 

members who are much more powerful 

than the others would forfeit some of 
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their points to those who are less 

powerful.  Or how about a white magic 

bonus for healers-- the amount of hit 

points they restore would be measured 

against the amount of hit points damage 

inflicted against the monster's party and 

perhaps given double weight.  Or, instead 

of divvying up one finite cluster of 

experience points, what if experience 

points were instead doled out in the 

battle instead of at it's conclusion?  I'm 

sure I'm not the only one who's been 

frustrated when, just before killing a 

monster, one of my party members died-- 

thus denying her the experience points 

she would have earned otherwise.  Either 

of these tweaks would strongly encourage 

players to optimize and build on all party 

members. 

  

Speaking of building characters, what if 

we applied the truism that "you learn by 

doing"?  The more you use a particular 

weapon, the stronger and more accurate 

it becomes-- its attack bonus increasing 

incrementally, by shades of fractions, with 

each usage.  There is greater potential for 

this kind of mechanic to work with magic 

users.  Instead of learning a FIRE-2 spell 

by equipping a magic-learning item, or by 

achieving a certain experience level, what 

if you gained points towards learning 

FIRE-2 each time you used FIRE-1?  

The more you use the less powerful 

spells, the faster you would learn the 

more powerful ones; the more you use 

those, the quicker you would learn spells 

on an even higher tier. 

  

 

Or, how about this: most of us 

have certainly picked up a few things in 

your life from other people-- hang around 

your dad and you learn how to use tools, 

hang around your mother and you learn 

how to cook, hang around with your 

uncle and you learn how to properly 

reload a beer hat.  What if we applied a 

similar mechanic to an RPG?  Instead of 

learning abilities from a mentor or job 

system, what if we instead learned them 

from other party members? 

  

Terra might pick up some martial arts 

from Sabin, Edgar might show Gau a 

thing or two about using his tools.  In any 

given battle, if a party member uses one 

of his special skills, all other party 

members present and accounted for 

would earn points towards learning those 

skills.  Different party members would 

have different learn rates, which prevents 

the player from having a party that ends 

up being exactly identical to one another, 

while still allowing potentially weak 

characters with undesirable skill sets to 

become more powerful, useful, and 

desirable. 

  

To help keep things in balance, and to 

keep each character's skill sets unique 

even in the late stages of the game, the 

primary user of a skill set-- the one who 

teaches it to the others-- would do more 

damage with a given technique than a 

secondary user, and he would also be the 

only one with access to the highest level 

techniques. 

  

Now, I'm not pretending that these ideas 

can all work together-- many of them are 

mutually exclusive.  And they're not 

perfect by any stretch of the imagination-- 

all of them would need to be properly 

finessed and balanced.   

 

But these are all examples of what can be 

done with the existing turn-based battle 

system, and really, it's just scratching the 
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surface.  And all of those ideas, whether 

one might think them good or bad, are 

reasonably sane ones. 

  

Now, here's one that's absolutely 

crazy: combos-only combat.  Use the 

very exciting and under-appreciated 

multi-character combo attacks from 

Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger and take them off the 

rails: two-part combos, three-part 

combos, four and five part combos-- 

every possible combination of characters, 

every itineration, would have some kind 

of attack.  This, like the learning 

mechanic described above, would put 

greater emphasis on the strategic 

component of choosing party members. 

  

Items and certain white magic spells-- 

curatives and status restorers-- could be 

used or cast individually, but all black 

magic, special techniques, and fighting 

would be done only by committee.  This 

would mean, of course, that a player 

would need at least two party members 

alive to win any battle, which in turn 

means that keeping those two alive-- and 

preferably more-- would be to the player's 

advantage, thus forming a major strategic 

element. 

 

Now, of course, there is the question of 

what David Sirlin calls the slippery 

slope39
: 

 

"...once one player begins to lose 

by a little bit, he's at a 

disadvantage and likely to fall 

further and further behind. In this 

type of game, one player usually 

loses long before the game is 

                                                 
39

 http://www.sirlin.net/archive/slippery-

slope-and-perpetual-comeback/ 

technically over, which isn't 

exactly fun. 

 

When a player loses a piece in 

chess, his ability to attack and to 

defend has been slightly reduced. 

Sure, there are many other factors 

in chess ---positioning, 

momentum, pawn structure--- that 

determine if a player is actually 

'losing,' but losing a piece does 

have an affect. Clearly, losing a lot 

of pieces, say 8, puts a player at a 

significant disadvantage. It's pretty 

hard to make a comeback in a 

chess game, and a chess game is 

usually 'won' for all intents and 

purposes many, many moves 

before the actual checkmate 

move." 

 

How this applies to our particular 

example and genre can best be expressed 

by another example, which I'm sure 

many RPG players are familiar with.  

Your party is fighting a monster with a 

paralysis attack-- say, a scorpion-- and, for 

one reason or another, you find all your 

party members succumbing.  No one can 

make any kind of move; all that's left is to 

wait for the monsters to slowly whittle 

down your hit points-- especially tedious 

if you happened to have max HP at the 

battle's beginning. 

 

No one would want to play a game in 

which your party is always slain under 

these circumstances.  If you have no 

means of resurrecting any of your party 

members, you'd basically be on that 

slippery slope of having no choice but to 

lose. 

 

I see three possible solutions to this 

problem.  First, an option similar to the 
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"self-destruct" option used in block 

puzzles games when you've made an 

irrevocable error-- an option that 

becomes available when you're down to 

one party member. 

 

Second, a self-destruct timer that is 

activated when you have only one party 

member left.  Say you have sixty seconds 

to resurrect a party member or escape; 

otherwise, it's game over. 

 

Our third possibility is less forgiving than 

the other two but still avoids the slippery 

slope problem: when your second-to-last 

party member dies, you automatically 

have a game over.  And so, once again, 

keeping your party members alive 

becomes paramount. 

 

Of course, if the game were to feature 

special high-power combos open only to 

party members with low HP-- a sort of 

limit-break-- some players might be 

tempted to take the risk in hopes of 

achieving that greater glory.  And that's 

when things get really interesting. 

 

Now, I know this crazy idea of mine 

would really only work for one game
40
 

and one game only.  And that's fine; I'm 

not pretending it's a system that'd be a 

workable mechanic across the board. 

 

But wouldn't that one game be 

interesting?  Wouldn't it be fun?  

Wouldn't it take the turn-based battle 

system to new and exciting places without 

abandoning its basics? 

 

Here's another crazy idea: an RPG 

based around music.  Instead of a fighter, 

                                                 
40 Or franchise. 

a mage, and a thief you have a guitarist, 

vocals, drummers, et al.  Instead of 

weapons you have instruments, instead of 

magic you have songs, instead of a job 

system, you have styles-- punk, folk, rock, 

classical, techno.  Each character chooses 

different sequences of notes, and when 

those notes combine into a song-- songs 

that are ten seconds long, twenty, thirty at 

most-- the way they sound
41
 determines 

the effect, be it offensive or defensive.  

There would be dozens, if not hundreds 

of options in each style for each 

instrument: players could experiment 

with these endless variations.  Enemies 

can be sedated with a lullaby, they can be 

won over with beautiful music, they can 

be obliterated by the ear-drum searing 

awesome of your rock ballad.   

 

It'd be a game that would use music in a 

meaningful and creative way, instead of 

merely asking the player to press the 

correct coloured-button at the correct 

time.  It's weird and it's different and it 

could be a really good, surprisingly 

complex and absorbing RPG. 

 

There is, of course, the question of a 

storyline-- what plausible story universe 

could find monsters and bosses being 

subdued by music?  What could give it a 

believable context?   

 

For that, like so many things, I don't have 

the answer-- for me, it's just a really 

awesome idea for a game play mechanic.  

And that brings us to an eternally thorny 

problem, for which I have more 

incredibly impractical ideas. 

                                                 
41 Or, rather, the way the computer is 

programmed to interpret the thousands 

of possible variations and permutations. 
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Reconciling Story and GameReconciling Story and GameReconciling Story and GameReconciling Story and Game    

 

Let me be unequivocal: RPGs need 

stories.  The battle system-- regardless of 

what particular itineration or tweaking is 

used-- requires context; any game with an 

ending requires winning conditions, 

which generally take the shape of a 

narrative goal.  In fact, because of the 

rapid changes in party make-up (and with 

it, skill sets and game play strategies), the 

RPG requires more context than, say, a 

platformer, and thus more story.  That's 

never been a question in my mind, and 

the thought of an RPG without any kind 

of story and thus without any kind of 

point is distinctly unappealing. 

  

No; the question has never been, can an 

RPG exist without a story?, or even, how 

much story does an RPG need?
42
, but 

rather, is it possible for meaningful 

narrative content to exist within and as 

part of the game play in an RPG instead 

of at its expense? 

  

Yes and no.  Yes, because I do believe it 

is possible and even noble to increase 

player autonomy over a game's story, 

characterization, and perhaps even setting 

and tone; no, because a complete 

reconciliation between these two polar 

opposites is frankly impossible.  One or 

the other will always come out on top and 

one will always be short-changed: there 

will always be fissures and tensions. 

  

Of course, this is the way it is with any 

marriage, be it in art, politics, or life.  

There will never be perfect harmony, and 

as thinking adults we have to realize this-- 

whatever type of marriage we're talking 

about-- without being discouraged.  Just 

                                                 
42 My apologies to Tolstoi. 

because it's impossible doesn't mean it 

isn't worth reaching for; we can always 

move closer and closer to our ideal even 

if, in apparent validation of Zeno's 

Paradox, we'll never quite get there. 

  

For a story to work as a story-- to be 

satisfying, complete, cohesive, and well-

structured-- it needs, as I said earlier, to 

have a high degree of linearity.  Much as 

I love and admire a good shaggy dog 

story
43
, it is the sort of tale that perhaps 

provides more pleasure to the teller than 

the audience, and it is, at its heart, a type 

of joke, and thus a distinctly unpalatable 

conclusion to sixty hours of one's time 

investment. 

  

Which brings up a point which shall 

probably be received somewhat 

contentiously by the hardcore RPG fans 

in my audience: RPGs are too long.  

Now, I have nothing against long games, 

and a two-hour RPG would be grossly 

unsatisfying and perhaps antithetical to 

the whole point of RPGs itself-- how can 

you build characters and develop strategy 

if you're not given enough time to do so?  

But sixty hours-- let alone a hundred-- is 

far too long, I think; a game certainly 

could contain that much game play and 

more, but to play a game from its start to 

its finish, in full speed run mode, I think 

thirty hours is more than sufficient. 

  

And how much of that sixty hours is 

actual game play, and how much is 

wasted in the passive experience of 

merely watching?  I may have 

exaggerated slightly in my account of the 

first hour of Kingdom Hearts IIKingdom Hearts IIKingdom Hearts IIKingdom Hearts II, but not 

                                                 
43 And I do; you've probably never heard 

my twenty minute rendition of "Purple 

Muffins". 
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by much.  Breath-taking animation might 

have a place and a function within the 

video game art form, but I certainly think 

it could get by with a lot less of it-- saving 

them for when they're really needed, for 

when they really count. 

  

To be frank, cut-scenes are a huge part of 

the problem.  Remember, it's not so 

much that narrative is present in RPGs 

but rather that it is presented: delivered 

to the audience in the least interactive 

fashion possible.  Story points and 

character interactions are not subject to 

the influence of the player, but are rather 

predetermined and pre-rendered.  And 

that needs to change. 

  

I don't know if story will ever be 

completely mutable to the will of the 

player; again, it goes against the entire 

notion of story just as story goes against 

the entire notion of game play.  But it can 

certainly be more mutable, more 

responsive, more interactive-- and to do 

that, we might just have to excise cut 

scenes altogether. 

  

What if these stories were less epic?  I 

don't mean in terms of temporal scale
44
-- I 

mean, what if there wasn't quite so much 

at stake?  Instead of the fate of the world 

or the universe, how about the fate of a 

small country?  Of a city?  Of a 

relationship?  Of a single human soul? 

  

And don't misunderstand.  I don't mean 

that the game would be set only within 

that country, that city, that couple, or that 

man.  The game's world would be just as 

expansive as before-- perhaps more 

expansive, because the world would be 

                                                 
44 Though one would likely follow the 

other. 

larger than the goal.  Usually, the two 

things are tied together: the game's world 

is only as big as it needs to be.  Every city 

or castle must be visited (often more than 

once) as the player brings his characters 

closer and closer to their ultimate 

destiny.  While I wouldn't advocate the 

game's world to completely dwarf the 

requirements of its plot, or even that a 

large percentage of the game's locations 

be optional-- the human desire to 

explore, while palpable, only really 

flourishes when you give it a suitably 

compelling reason to explore-- game 

design that engenders the feeling that 

some of these locations are optional, that 

they're not all tied to the rails of the plot, 

that the player has some choice in the 

matter and, indeed, that the player's 

characters are not chosen by destiny but 

rather become worthy of it on merit of 

the player's skills and the investment of 

his time, effort, and space on his memory 

card would go a long, long way towards 

both diminishing linearity (even with a 

rather linear central plot) and greatly 

increasing a sense of immersiveness. 

  

Here's an idea: what if a story centered 

on a brewing war between two nations?  

The player is asked to choose one or the 

other at the game's beginning.  For the 

first chunk of the game, the player finds 

their characters aligned with one of the 

soon-to-be-warring powers.  They achieve 

goals for the king, they run missions 

behind enemy lines-- they grow, both in 

power and in characterization: they love 

each other, they hate each other, all that 

good soap opera stuff.  And then, the 

game switches your allegiance.  Now you 

find yourself controlling characters from 

the other nation-- the nation you thought 

was evil.  And you go through that same 
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process for roughly the same amount of 

time. 

  

The key is to make both parties likeable 

(character-wise) and desirable (game play-

wise).  And then, war comes, and you are 

faced with a choice: which party do you 

want to control in battle against the 

other?  Which nation will you fight for?  

And after you've won your battle, after 

your nation has crushed the other, 

perhaps the story could take a new 

direction-- perhaps it might even have 

something to say about war and violence; 

perhaps not.  Perhaps it would take a 

turn towards the bombast typical of the 

genre-- survivors of the two warring 

groups must band together to face a 

greater evil, et cetera, et cetera.
45
 

  

But it wouldn't have to.  Here you have a 

storyline that, while still appreciably 

"important", is not quite as epic.  It is, 

however, still very structured and yet very 

linear.  There are ways to open this up, 

though.  What if, for example, a 

character at the head of one or both of 

your parties is a diplomat, charged by his 

country's rulers to gather allies from other 

                                                 
45 In all likelihood, when the big switch 

takes place, the player would find himself 

with characters whose levels are equal or 

only slightly less than those of his first 

party.  Perhaps the character 

relationships for that second party would 

have already progressed to a kind of half-

way point, and when the big conflict 

happens, things have also happened for 

his first party.  If the player were to replay 

the game, choosing the other nation at 

the outset, he would discover the first half 

of the "story" for what had been his 

second party the first time through and 

the second half of the story for his first. 

nations and, perhaps, species-- some of 

which, of course, are predisposed to be at 

war with one another. 

  

To give the player some freedom here-- 

and, more importantly, to make his 

actions count-- would be glorious.  And I 

don't mean just getting the Orc Sword by 

aligning yourself with the Orc King or 

gaining a party member after saving the 

hippie farm commune from the local 

dragon-- I mean ramifications that change 

the shape of the game's globe itself, that 

necessitate different kinds of strategy, 

both battle and otherwise, as the game 

nears its later stages: the ultimate in 

destructible terrain. 

  

What if-- regardless of whether the 

player's goal is "save the world" or "save 

the cute defenseless kitten"-- that goal 

could be achieved through different 

actions?
46
  If there were multiple paths, 

the notion of player choice is certainly 

highlighted; each of those paths, however, 

could have varying degrees of linearity, 

thus providing some kind of narrative 

satisfaction.  The important thing, 

however, is that the player be able to 

abandon one path and follow another if 

his heart desires, or to develop two or 

more paths at once.  Or perhaps the 

player needs to follow two or three main 

paths out of, say, seven or nine or twelve, 

to completion in order to accomplish the 

main goal. 

  

                                                 
46 I made a similar suggestion in our last 

issue in regards to the adventure genre-- 

the other major genre, besides the RPG, 

for which narrative elements generally 

accounts for a large degree of its 

meaning.  See the review of Fedora Fedora Fedora Fedora 

SpadeSpadeSpadeSpade, pp. 56-61. 
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What if RPGs told stories that were 

more intimate?  Let's return to the 

suggestion of a story about one 

relationship or about one person's soul-- a 

story less concerned with external events 

than with internal ones.  There are still 

fights, and monsters, and fluid party 

make-ups, but the focus is not on what 

happens but how and why.  More 

importantly, the player would have 

control of the how and the why as well as 

the what, at last fulfilling the promise of 

the genre's name. But is such a thing 

actually possible?  About as possible, I 

suppose, as bringing story and game play 

together in the first place.  But, again, that 

shouldn't stop us from trying. 

  

So, how would we go about creating a 

way for players to influence the 

personalities of their characters?  And 

I'm not talking about some kind of 

simplistic black-and-white moral-o-meter-- 

player does bad things, characters 

become "evil", they do good things, they 

become "good"-- but rather something far 

more nuanced, mature, and complex. 

  

Let's start, for example, with dialogue 

trees.  In most games-- at least, those 

RPGs that still feature dialogue boxes 

instead of or in addition to cut-scenes--

 when a player is talking to an NPC, and 

the player is given a chance to respond 

for a particular character, he's given two 

or three choices.  In some cases, 

especially in older games, there is a right 

answer and a wrong one; picking the 

wrong answer-- say, refusing to go on a 

quest-- will result in nothing happening at 

all, the player's progress remaining 

stagnant until he chooses the right 

answer, thus underscoring-- once more-- a 

sense of being hedged-in and made to 

follow a linear path. 

  

In recent times, dialogue exchanges such 

as these have become more sophisticated, 

allowing the player a greater deal of 

choice.  But the impact of your decisions 

in such exchanges usually only translates 

into a differing plot point at best and an 

extra power-up at worst.  Now, the 

former is not by any means a minor 

thing, and it does go a long way towards 

increasing a sense of player autonomy.  

But in terms of characterization, and the 

accompanying story arc for an individual 

character, the impact is often muted at 

best. 

  

What if, in addition to different plot-

based answers-- i.e., "Yes, I'll go on the 

quest" or "No, I won't"-- there were 

answers with varying shades of meaning, 

both slight and obvious-- "Of course I'll 

help you!" or "Sure, why not?" or "I guess 

so" versus "Sorry, but no" or "Thanks, but 

I'll pass" or "Like I need that headache?"  

And what if these tonal meanings, in 

addition to affecting the path of the 

dialogue exchange and choosing a 

particular plot path, also affected the 

types of tonal meanings and plot 

paths that become available to you later 

in the game?   If, for example, a player's 

answers were increasingly brusque, 

brusque responses would begin to 

predominate the options available to a 

player-- mimicking, in a way, the 

ingrainment of personality traits. 

  

It could also be more subtle than this-- if 

a character was less combative or more 

sentimental in his exchanges with party 

members than with townspeople, brusque 

answers would be less likely to appear in 

those former exchanges and more likely 
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in the latter.  Character personality could 

also affect his relationships with party 

members in battle; a character equipped 

with an item that absorbs blows for other 

party members might have a higher 

statistical chance of absorbing those blows 

for party members they actually like.  

New quests would open up; a highly 

cynical character might be offered money 

to pull off an assassination or other kind 

of dirty trick, while a bright-and-shiny do-

gooder might be asked to slay a dragon 

for no tangible award.  A character who 

displays cleverness could become more 

clever and perhaps be capable of talking 

himself and his party out of a sticky 

situation, or talk himself into a lady's 

bedchamber or an abandoned tomb.
47
 

  

Depending on how the player chooses to 

develop the character's personality, 

different story options-- and game play 

options-- could open up, and, indeed, 

different ways to end the game.  Each 

ending, however, should be satisfactory, 

and by that I mean it should provide 

some challenge, should allow the player 

to meet the game's winning conditions, 

and should allow the player to complete 

whatever sort of arc he's built for his 

character (whether by design or 

accident).  If, for example, a character at 

last gets to the big bad monster and 

discovers that this viewpoint character is 

unable to confront said monster directly 

because he's too cynical, jaded, and dark-- 

that would certainly qualify as janky.
48
  In 

this model, no player can or should be 

penalized in this fashion-- i.e., unable to 

attempt to complete the game-- for the 

choices he's made; such penalization 

reinforces the very kind of linear game 

                                                 
47 Me, I'd take the bedchamber. 
48 A technical term. 

play this model is meant to combat in the 

first place, dividing the choices into right 

and wrong choices instead of just 

different choices. 

  

There would be a need for a careful 

balancing act here.  Choices must have 

consequences, or else-- like the player's 

actions in Chrono Trigger'sChrono Trigger'sChrono Trigger'sChrono Trigger's Millennial 

Fair and the resultant trial-- they won't 

really be choices at all; however, if 

choices have true consequences-- 

consequences both dire and desirable-- 

there is a distinct chance that the player 

would recluse himself from completing 

the game.  More than that, choosing one 

path-- if that choice is to have any 

meaning-- closes down others, in effect 

hedging the player in, narrowing his 

options, and cramping his autonomy.  

(Well, I never said it would be easy.) 

  

This poses another, perhaps more 

abstract problem.  The system I've 

described would be incredibly complex, 

an incredible feat of game design and 

programming, chock-full of replay value 

up the wazoo.
49
  But that's just it: it really 

                                                 
49 Not a technical term.  And try as I 

might, I've never quite figured out what, 

precisely, a wazoo is.  I assume it's some 

sort of orifice-- perhaps an anus, as I've 

heard both men and women use the term 

and that would seem to imply that both 

men and women have them.  Of the 

other orifices possessed both by men and 

women, mouths and ears seem unlikely, 

as one doesn't put something "up" them.  

Nostrils, of course, are a distinct 

possibility, though I've always assumed, 

without any real hard evidence, that the 

term is referring to something below the 

belt.  Of course, this is assuming that it's 

an orifice at all, or a human one at that, 
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requires replay in order for that value, 

and indeed the whole system, to really 

make itself known and capable of 

appreciation.  One play through could 

not display how versatile the system is, 

and thus the whole point of it is lost the 

first time through.  And, for some 

players, that first play -through will be all 

the game is given.  And this is a problem, 

and this very well might be one reason 

why something on this scale, with this 

degree of player choice and complexity, 

has not yet been attempted to my 

knowledge and satisfaction. 

  

But there's a solution, and it is 

absolutely insane.  What if the player 

could make both choices?  What if he 

could follow both paths and see where 

they lead? 

  

I struck upon this idea when I was playing 

Chrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono TriggerChrono Trigger recently.  Faced with the 

decision of Frog or Magus, I decided to 

try both.  I saved my game in two 

separate slots before confronting the 

wizard.  I chose Magus and saved the first 

game; then I went back to the second 

one, chose Frog, and saved that one.  At 

that point, I played through the rest of the 

game-- to the best of my ability, anyway-- 

with each file, and found I was able to 

quite readily compare and contrast the 

differences between the two choices. 

  

Many games have multiple save files, 

allowing players to try different paths.  

But few RPGs provide the multitude of 

                                                                   
which could very well be an erroneous 

assumption: while I've heard and 

employed the term "up the wazoo", I've 

never encountered "up your wazoo", "up 

his wazoo", "up her wazoo", or "up my 

wazoo". 

choices our system would be proposing.  

It would be impractical to provide nth 

number of save slots
50
.  But what about 

this: what if, every time you faced a major 

choice, the game automatically chose 

both.  Instead of picking which path 

you'd like to follow, you can choose 

which path you'd like to explore first.  

Now, you wouldn't be forced to explore 

the second-- that would be against 

everything we've been talking about-- but 

you could switch between them at will.  

Not just at save points, no having to load 

the files and be careful not to save one 

over the other-- just simple and clean 

switching with the push of a button-- like 

the multiple party system present in parts 

of Final Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VIFinal Fantasy VI, only on parallel 

earths. 

  

As you move farther forward in the game, 

undeveloped or redundant branches 

would fall away, and-- here's where the 

idea gets really batty!-- one version could 

start affecting the other.  You could 

switch party members from one earth to 

another, party members with 

different relationships to the viewpoint 

character confronted with a new one.  

The parties could work together on 

opposite sides of the same goal, each 

doing their part on their earth to solve 

whatever problem, large or small, lies 

before them. 

  

And the player would be intensely aware 

of the fact that his different choices 

matter, but he'd never be stuck with what 

he considers to have been a bad choice.  

You get the advantages of a highly non-

linear approach to storytelling while 

avoiding one of its prime pitfalls-- the 

                                                 
50 Or to require nth memory cards. 
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narrative equivalent of that "slippery 

slope". 

  

Here's another crazy idea-- abstract, 

esoteric, and potentially frustrating: a 

game without an ending.  I don't mean 

some open-world MMORPG that 

continuously adds new elements-- I mean 

an honest-to-God RPG that never ends 

yet has a point, a goal, and indeed, 

winning conditions. 

  

Picture this: you have an amnesiac 

wanderer, on a quest to discover himself.  

In order to win this game, the player must 

discover the truth about his character's 

identity.  You travel from place to place, 

meeting people, doing good deeds, doing 

some bad, fighting monsters-- all that 

good stuff.  Along the way, you gather 

clues: people who claim to know you, 

people who intuit things about you-- 

briefly-glimpsed fragments of your past. 

  

But here's the rub: your character never 

regains his memory.  There is never any 

explanation, any answer given, beyond 

the answer you put together for yourself.  

The people you meet give you at times 

contradictory information: sometimes 

they lie in order to use you and 

sometimes they tell the truth to do the 

same.  Some people you meet might 

espouse the opinion that it doesn't matter 

who you were so much as it matters who 

you are.  While others might be haunted 

by their past, never able to shake it off, 

thus providing a thematic counter-

example. 

  

You "win" the game when you've decided 

that you've won it, when you've solved the 

mystery to your satisfaction.  Everyone's 

solution will be different-- and in that 

multitudinous cluster of potential 

meanings, you would have an RPG where 

game play and story combine to create a 

nuanced and difficult work of art. 

  

UnconclusionsUnconclusionsUnconclusionsUnconclusions 

 

Like I said at the outset, this is not the 

end of a discussion, but rather a 

beginning.  You might not agree with all-- 

or even much-- of what I have to say. 

 

And I implore you, please, tell me how 

wrong I am.  Provide examples, ideas, 

arguments-- inspire others to do the 

same.  Do it on message boards, do it on 

your own website, do it with your friends-

- hell, do it right here in this magazine by 

dropping me a line at 

russellsquarterly@yahoo.com . 

 

This whole article is only as useful as you 

make it. 
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ReviewsReviewsReviewsReviews    

    
I would have liked to review some role-playing games in this issue, 

in order that I may further extend the discussion began in the cover 

feature.  Unfortunately, freeware RPGs are few and far between. 

 

There have been several, of course, made with the Official Hamster 

Republic Role-Playing Game Construction Engine.  Unfortunately, 

games made with the OHRRPGCE have a disconcerting tendency 

to freeze up and/or crash my computer, which hardly lends itself to 

the reviewing process. 

 

Searching the various Game Maker forums and hosting sites has 

also left me empty-handed; I've yet to find even one RPG.  

Certainly, there are a number of games which their creators 

designate as RPGs-- action-adventure games being especially prone 

to this misnomer, though even some platformers have been labeled 

as such. 

 

Two such mislabeled games you'll find under consideration here: 

the action-adventure game WolfWolfWolfWolf and the platformer Albero and Albero and Albero and Albero and the the the the 

Great Blue Emblem.Great Blue Emblem.Great Blue Emblem.Great Blue Emblem.  However, both of these games, like an RPG, 

are concerned with telling a story, and the former in particular is 

interesting in the way it goes about it. 

 

There are spoilers ahead. 
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WolfWolfWolfWolf    
Overhead ActionOverhead ActionOverhead ActionOverhead Action----Adventure by Adventure by Adventure by Adventure by Greg BanovGreg BanovGreg BanovGreg Banov    

 
 
With some games, one can't really say 

that it is good or bad, but rather that it is 

interesting-- there are things that are done 

well, and things that are done not so well, 

and sometimes there's no real difference 

between the two; sometimes, the very 

things that drive you crazy about it are the 

same things that give it its power-- like a 

tragic hero, who is brought down low by 

the very thing that makes him great (give 

or take a little hubris). 

 

And such is the case with WolfWolfWolfWolf, , , ,  a short 

action-adventure that contains within its 

ten minutes of game play a swirling mass 

of contradictions.  It is a game that, 

despite its creator's public protests to the 

contrary, feels distinctly unfinished; and 

yet, that feeling actually adds considerably 

to one's psychological reaction to the 

game.  It is a very buggy and, at times, 

sloppy game; and yet it appears, after 

listening to the designer's commentary 

track, to have been made with 

considerable care and thought. 

 

Contradictions and dichotomies are a 

major part of the game's storyline.  In 

brief: protagonist Kylie is asked by Barry, 

a neighbor, to hunt him up some food 

while he and his other family members 

take care of his sick daughter.  She's 

happy to oblige and kills a wolf-- not, 

however, before the wolf bites her, 

passing on the curse of the werewolf. 

 

Kylie wakes up in a field, and soon 

discovers that, in wolf-form, she has 
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killed everyone in the village except for 

Barry.  Barry, understandably, is a mite 

bit pissed.  He pursues Kylie, who has 

now taken wolf form, with the intention 

of killing her. 

 

Kylie finds herself in the same field 

where she killed the wolf that started it 

all.  Cornered by Barry, she must fight for 

her life.  She kills Barry, and the game 

ends. 

 

That's it, that's the entire story, and I was 

not exaggerating when I said it took 

roughly ten minutes in order to complete 

it.  The ending is a bit of a shock, but not 

because the actual content of the ending-- 

the fight with Barry-- is particularly 

surprising or heart-wrenching.  It is 

shocking, rather, because it is extremely 

abrupt.  You have no idea that the game 

was going to over after the fight, and, 

indeed, almost every other part of the 

game exists to enforce that frame of 

mind. 

 

Example: the village Kylie lives in has 

three other houses besides Barry's and 

her own.  One of those houses contains a 

treasure chest, while the other two are not 

accessible at the game's start.  Try to open 

one door and you'll be told it's locked; try 

to open another, and the neighbor on the 

other end rebuffs you. 

 

 

But tomorrow never comes; the player 

will never gain access to that house, nor 

will you ever discover a key to open that 

unlocked door.  Banov sets it up so that 

the player believes this content will 

become available at a later point in the 

game, but before that point is upon us, 

the game is over. 

 

Example: you are told early on that you 

can use the "D" button to access the pause 

menu screen, and that said screen will 

also allow you to equip items.  But there 

are no equippable items in the game, 

and, indeed, after your transformation 

into your wolf form, you never fight again 

with Kylie and her spear. 

 

The only items that are available are four 

quarter-heart health power-ups.  

Collecting one will restore your health, 

while collecting all four adds another 

heart to your life meter.  You get the 

feeling that there will be other hearts to 

find later in the game-- but, again, there is 

no later. 

 

Example: in your wolf form, a new action 

is introduced-- the ability to use your 

"animal senses" to sniff out alternate 

routes.  Perhaps, the player thinks, this 

will become a major component of the 

game; perhaps this will allow for further 

exploration and with it, the discovery of 

more hearts and some equippable items. 

 

But this action is only really used once, 

and that's to reveal ghosts who are barring 

your path.  Talk to the ghosts and these 

extraordinarily polite apparitions will step 

out of your way with a "pardon me".  One 

of the ghosts even shares a particularly 

frightening tidbit of things to come-- some 

ghosts hold grudges. 
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Oh man!, thinks the player, I'm going to 

have to fight ghosts!  I bet they'll be 

harder than the bats and zombie-looking 

guys I've been contending with! 

 

But these unfriendly spirits never quite 

materialize; this apparent foreshadowing 

of game play yet to come serves only as 

another type of misdirection. 

 

All these things I've mentioned conspire 

to make the player feel as if they're just 

taking the first steps in what promises to 

be a very long and harrowing adventure.  

The battle with Barry is like our first real 

boss fight.  But it turns out to be the only 

boss fight. 

 

Is this ending satisfying?  Yes and no.  It's 

not satisfying as the end of the story of 

Kylie, the girl who must contend with the 

curse of the werewolf and the terrible 

murders she is responsible for.  That 

story is just beginning, it was just starting 

to get good! 

 

But in the end, that's not what this game 

is about.  It's not about Kylie; it's about 

violence.  Violence as an abstract, 

violence as a force of nature, violence as 

an impulse ingrained both in the DNA of 

the human species and at the core of the 

vast majority of action video games. 

The game begins when you are asked to 

hunt for food.  You grab your spear and 

you head out to the hunting grounds.  

Before you reach the wolf, you are faced 

with a number of furry woodland 

creatures-- deer and rabbits-- which you 

can kill with a few well-timed swipes of 

your spear.  The deer and rabbits don't 

fight back; they are completely passive 

creatures.  And, no matter how many of 

them you might kill, they will not yield 

the meat needed to feed Barry's family-- 

only the wolf will do that because, I 

suspect, only the wolf will move the story 

forward. 

 

So, the killing of the deer and rabbits is 

pointless.  Beyond that, it's a bit bizarre; 

for many of us, the idea of going out to 

kill something that can't fight back is cruel 

and sick.  So why on earth would we do it 

in a video game?  Why is it that when we 

are confronted with an unusual sprite, 

our first impulse is to push the attack 

button? 

 

 
 

This is a game that asks questions of its 

players, and it asks them through the 

game play and in first person.  "Why did 

I just kill that deer?  Why am I killing 

that wolf?" 
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The wolf might be able to fight back, and 

the player certainly has to kill it if they 

want to survive, but the wolf hasn't done 

anything to anybody.  The wolf is fighting 

for his life, and he loses. 

 

Kylie, too, ends up fighting for her life.  

The two major differences between the 

two encounters is that, one, Kylie survives 

her battle with Barry, and, two, Kylie is 

not innocent.  Kylie's the one who went 

into the forest, who killed the wolf, who 

started this cycle of violence in the first 

place; Kylie started it because she didn't 

think.  And Kylie's life-- a life represented 

by the promise of game play yet to come, 

of keys to locked rooms and hearts to be 

discovered and items to be equipped-- is 

ruined because of it.  This feeling of 

unfinishedness contributes immensely, 

then, to the game's emotional impact. 

 

And yet, of course, at the same time, you 

are playing a game that feels unfinished.  

While removing these game play red 

herrings would diminish the shock of the 

ending, and thus whatever intellectual or 

emotional heft there is to the theme, the 

fact remains that there are other more 

damaging problems concerning the 

moment-to-moment mechanics of the 

actual game play. 

 

To begin with, the collision detection is 

extraordinarily poor.  Every object seems 

to be masked by a huge clunky rectangle
1
.  

Frequently, Kylie gets caught on a mass 

                                                 
1 For non-Game Maker users: objects in 

object-based programming often possess 

two sprites.  The sprite that you see 

represents the characters and imparts 

information; the unseen "mask" is used by 

the computer to determine collisions 

between objects. 

of thin air apparently representing a deer 

or a tree. 

 

Movement in Kylie's human form is slow 

and jerky, especially when moving on a 

diagonal, which causes her speed to 

decrease considerably.  (Or, at least, it 

appears that way; Banov has gone on 

record saying that her speed is exactly the 

same.)  Kylie has a roll maneuver in this 

form, meant, perhaps, to speed up her 

movement.  However, pressing any arrow 

key at the same time as the roll will stop it 

in its tracks, and the player cannot use 

two rolls in a row without first pressing 

the same or another key once in-between. 

 

When Kylie does take damage from the 

wolf, the sprite jumps noticeably from 

one spot to another.  It's less a jump 

back, though, and more of a kind of 

teleport, as there does not seem to be any 

rhyme or reason as to where she'll end up 

next. 

 

These sort of flaws are harder to excuse 

than the red herrings I spoke of earlier.  

They contribute nothing of value to his 

storyline or its feel, and they could more-

or-less ruin the experience of playing the 

game. 

 

That dubious honour, however, can only 

be laid at the feet of a number of game-

crashing bugs.  An error message crashed 

the game when I tried to load my saved 

game; when I tried to save it again on 

another play-through, it, too, decided to 

crash.  Once, upon exiting a room, I did 

not proceed into the next but rather 

stayed in the first.  I pushed buttons 

frantically but the room would not 

change, my character would not move, 

and I could not access the pause menu. 
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Another time, upon finishing up the 

dream sequence that precedes the game's 

climax, I was treated to five minutes of 

rain-- unable to see or move my 

character, unable to access the pause 

menu, unable to proceed further: unable 

to do anything except watch the rain 

animation (which was passable) and listen 

to the rain sound effects (which, 

admittedly, were nice but did not require 

five minutes of my time to appreciate).  

The game crashed soon after. 

 

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

CommentaryCommentaryCommentaryCommentary 

 

Game creator Greg Banov provides a commentary track as an added bonus for those who 

complete the game.  And I have to say, it's a nice bonus, even if it did seem to greatly 

increase the probability that the game would crash. 

 

The commentary is moderately useful: Banov tells you what he did and why, and is not 

afraid to discuss structure and symbolism.  He's not explicitly self-congratulatory, but I 

think there is a gap between what he believes he's accomplished and what's actually there in 

the game. 

 

For example, he speaks about the characterization, and how he tried to make the 

characters likeable; because Kylie is such a nice person, he reasons, when she is 

transformed into a werewolf "it's closer to home-- it hurts." 

 

And, to be frank, the characters of Kylie and Barry are not particularly developed in one 

direction or another.  They are blank slates.  This isn't necessarily a bad thing-- though a 

discussion of the use of "non-characters" for player avatars will have to wait for another 

time-- but I don't think, in this instance, he succeeded in his aim. 
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He does have something when he 

explains that he sought to create a 

dichotomy between the "civilized exterior" 

and the "primitive interior", "the 

animalistic side, the dark side".  He calls 

the killing of the wolf, and by extension 

the deer and rabbits, a "very brutal act".  It 

is an aggressive expression of that 

primitive interior he speaks of, and he 

makes mention of the fact that this 

murder of an animal is a "celebrated 

event." 

 

Banov speaks intelligently about his 

theme in those passages; I'm less likely to 

take what he says at face value when he 

says he tried to create a "nice atmosphere" 

with a "subconscious inherent feeling of 

violence" in Kylie's room by displaying a 

spear and some red flowers-- the same 

shade of red, he tells us, that he used for 

blood. 

 

   

 

He also points out that the gift Kylie 

receives from Barry for killing the wolf is 

a heart, which is "symbolic of love".  

Observations like that are a little hard for 

me to take seriously, yet I do have to 

commend him for the time and thought 

he put into his symbolism. 

 

His focus in this commentary is almost 

entirely on narrative and symbolic 

elements; he makes no mention of the 

game play or the game's numerous flaws 

in programming, and he provides no 

confirmation that the presence of loose 

ends or promises of future game play 

options is intentional.  Indeed, more than 

once he explicitly refers to the game as 

"the prologue", probably to a larger, more 

ambitious game that he decided to cut 

short.  He does touch on the "ghosts with 

a grudge" foreshadowing, explaining that 

he had planned to feature just that but 

had decided it didn't work, so he 

scrapped it. 

 

However, he did not scrap the mention 

of it, and whether he kept this mention in 

for a compelling narrative reason (say, to 

create some ambiance for the ghostly 

dream sequence that follows it) or for a 

less compelling programming one (such 

as apathy or hurriedness) remains 

unverified. 

 

Whether it's a happy accident or by 

design, though,  these things-- more so 

than the storyline itself (ostensibly its 

primary source of meaning) or the game 

play (which is somewhat lacking and 

otherwise unremarkable)-- are what 

makes WolfWolfWolfWolf worthy of one's time, 

interest, and, to a degree, esteem. 

 

WolfWolfWolfWolf    might not succeed with all or even 

most of what it sets out to do, but what it 

does accomplish-- and more importantly, 

the way in which it accomplishes it, by 

foregrounding the way in which its 

narrative cuts off potential game play 

options-- makes it one of the more 

interesting games, amateur or otherwise, 

that I've ever played. 
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Albero and the Great Blue EmblemAlbero and the Great Blue EmblemAlbero and the Great Blue EmblemAlbero and the Great Blue Emblem    
Puzzle PlatformerPuzzle PlatformerPuzzle PlatformerPuzzle Platformer by  by  by  by Chris RoyerChris RoyerChris RoyerChris Royer    

 
 

Albero and the Great Blue EmblemAlbero and the Great Blue EmblemAlbero and the Great Blue EmblemAlbero and the Great Blue Emblem-- 

which, if you'll pardon my informality, 

we'll just call AlberoAlberoAlberoAlbero from this point 

onward-- bills itself as an "exploration-

based platform RPG", and though I 

wouldn't go so far as to extend to it that 

last genre designation, I will freely admit 

that it ably taps into two of the genre's 

most essential features, perhaps better 

than some canonical RPGs, by allowing 

the player to control multiple characters-- 

each with different skill sets-- who 

become stronger and more capable of 

meeting the game's challenges as the 

game progresses. 

 

The challenges in AlberoAlberoAlberoAlbero, though, are 

more intellectual than acrobatic.  The 

player does not develop any offensive 

capabilities until roughly an hour into the 

game play.  And though there are 

enemies through-out, the focus doesn't 

really shift to combat at that point and, 

indeed, one might forget he has the 

ability to fight back.  It is, in fact, a 

surprisingly gentle game, and this, in turn, 

makes the player more contemplative 

and thus more responsive to puzzle-

solving. 

 

When I say puzzle-solving, I don't mean 

that the game is in any way akin to LaytonLaytonLaytonLayton 

or LoloLoloLoloLolo; the puzzles are far more 

intuitive-- less along the lines of a formal 

puzzle in which you are presented with a 

set of circumstances and must find a 

solution, more along the lines of "I know 

I need to get over there-- wonder I do it?" 
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One very good example of this exists in 

the first few minutes of the game play.  

Our hero, Albero, is unable to access the 

elevator that will carry him down to the 

next part of the game's world; he cannot 

jump high enough to reach it. 

 

 
 

Moving to the right, after navigating past 

some disappearing/reappearing blocks, 

he finds a jumping power-up next to 

another ledge.  Even with this power-up, 

Albero cannot clear to this ledge to the 

right. 

 

 
This inspired confusion and frustration in 

some players.  Some typical responses 

from the Game Maker Community 

forum: "I couldn't get over the ledge that 

comes just after the jump power-up. 

Check the game and see if the ledge is 

not too high up. Or...is there some other 

way?" "Same problem; Ledge is just too 

high. Arrrgh the game looks awesome 

and well done, please fix it." "Yea the 

ledge is to high... Don't you try your game 

before you post it??"
1
 

 

The solution, of course, is absurdly 

simple; the player moves left, back to the 

first ledge, and discovers that he can now 

clear it with ease.  On the other side of 

the elevator he finds an elevator pass that 

gives him access to the next floor down.  

On that floor, he spots an elevator pass 

that he can't reach and he finds a jump 

power-up that enables him to clear that 

jump to the right on the preceding floor.  

And there, he'll find the first other 

playable character in the game, Rusty the 

Bowerfly, who is able to reach that other 

elevator pass using his hovering ability. 

 

That's where I'll leave off my description 

of that particular chain of events-- this is a 

review and not a walkthrough-- a chain of 

events that illustrates quite nicely the 

kinds of puzzles featured in the game, the 

kind of thinking required to conquer 

them, the ways in which different 

elements of each challenge are layered 

rather than laid out for you, and the 

general modus operandi powering the 

evolving skill sets. 

 

In most games, when you get a new 

character, or when that character 

develops a new skill, what is striking 

about this evolution in the player's palette 

is what he can do with it-- the damage he 

can inflict.  Whereas in this game, it's not 

so much about what you can do, but 

rather about where you can go.  You're 

                                                 
1
http://gmc.yoyogames.com/index.php?s

howtopic=161144 
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not increasing your physical prowess, but 

rather your range of motion: it really is a 

game centered around the concept of 

exploration. 

 

This general rule is apparent in the skill 

sets of all four protagonists: only Rusty 

can pass through the special bowerfly 

markings on certain walls; only Acacia's 

ability to spew forth water enables her to 

move past the levers that block her path; 

Dark Alby is the only one able to enter 

pipes, while Albero himself develops the 

ability to cling to certain ceilings. 

 

 
 

 
 

Often times, you'll see an area or a goal 

that's unreachable, and soon after a 

character will develop the ability to reach 

that area, which in turns allows another 

character to reach a different area, and so 

on.  The dominant theme of the game is 

that of co-operation, and the most 

important action is not the utilization of 

the different skills but rather switching 

between them.  The player cannot switch 

between his characters at any time, like 

he can in the heavily action-based 

platformer Little SamsonLittle SamsonLittle SamsonLittle Samson, but rather only 

at specific points-- points that in and of 

themselves add to the level of strategy 

involved. 

 

One memorable sequence involves the 

introduction of Dark Alby, Albero's 

clone, and the restoration of the orange 

sky to the town of San Verdes.  The 

player must switch between the two 

Alberos as they make their way through 

separate sections of a cave.  A number of 

gates bar their progress.  Albero can open 

gates for Dark Alby by placing his "purity 

orb" on a pedestal; Dark Alby can do the 

same for Albero. 

 

And so: Dark Alby must make his way 

from the switch point to a pedestal, place 

his orb to open one of Albero's gates, and 

make his way back to the switch point; 

Albero then travels into the new space 

Dark Alby has opened for him, places his 

orb on a pedestal, opens a gate for Dark 

Alby and goes back to his switch point; 

Dark Alby then goes into his new area, et 

cetera, et cetera. 

 

This could rapidly-- and, indeed, at times, 

does-- become tedious: a lot of switching, 

a lot of going back and forth.  And, to be 

blunt, there is a whole lot of back-and-

forth in AlberoAlberoAlberoAlbero.  For example: character 

hit points are increased by one point 

when you escort a bowerfly to the 

Bowerfly Fields at the second-from-

topmost floor.  Through-out a large 

portion of the game, this means finding a 
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bowerfly, moving to the elevator, and 

riding up, up, up, up, up to the Bowerfly 

Fields, claiming your point, and going 

back down, down, down, down, down to 

where you were you at. 

 

Granted, shortly after you've gained 

access to all four party members, the 

game also introduces a number of 

teleporters that allow you to jump from 

one floor to another without having to 

constantly ride up and down the elevator.  

And this addition is an empowering one, 

the feeling of an increase in one's range of 

motion and ability to explore being tied 

to the previous portions of the game in 

which one was denied it. 

 

Royer also finds ways to liven up the 

game play while still mostly keeping with 

the game's non-violent ethos.  One way 

he does this is by the inclusion, at key 

moments in the game play, of "Hesta the 

Skills Tester".  In these sections, the 

player must navigate through an obstacle 

course in a very limited period of time.  

The execution has to be as close as 

possible to flawless: the timer provided is 

more-or-less perfectly calibrated, giving 

the player just enough time and not a 

second more. 

 

But he's not called "Hesta the Time 

Tester", and that's for a very good reason: 

each test is intended for one specific 

character.  It is that character's skills-- and 

the player's ability to use them-- that are 

tested, further ensuring that the player 

can ably control all four characters. 

 

One rule for good game design that 

Royer is insightful enough to follow is 

"change the rules".  Adding a wrinkle or a 

stipulation to the game play ensures that a 

given level or challenge is memorable for 

more than just its locale.  Albero'sAlbero'sAlbero'sAlbero's Great 

Exotic Juice Tree Canopy sequence is 

memorable not because of its foliage, but 

because Albero and Dark Alby are being 

held captive, forcing you to navigate the 

potentially dangerous area alternating 

between Acacia and Rusty, who have no 

offensive abilities-- though Acacia's fire-

goo comes in handy during that 

sequence's concluding boss battle.  The 

specific challenge the two of them has to 

face-- freeing spirit blocks to form a 

staircase that will lead them to the top of 

the tree-- supplements this feeling of 

uniqueness. 

 

Likewise, the Slugga Labs sequence is not 

memorable because of its high-tech 

spriting and cool blue-gray vibe, but 

rather because the player must depend 

on the assistance of, and provide 

protection for, the computer-controlled 

Dark Emfly.  (That's right: an escort 

mission.) 

 

These tweaks and specific challenges 

modify the standard rules of "typical" 

game play in a given game.  In fact, a 

good maxim for game design is that a 

game should have no "typical" levels-- that 

every challenge is in some way different, 

unique, and compelling without violating 

the over-all feeling of systemic coherence.  

 

This is an important point: in AlberoAlberoAlberoAlbero, the 

game play is varied and tweaked but still 

remains, at its heart, the same style of 

game play, with the same interface, 

controls, and skills-- it's just viewed 

through a different filter or slant.  A lot of 

game designers try to vary the game play 

by adding a snowboarding stage-- a stage 

which, in turn, has close to absolutely 

nothing to do with the rest of the game. 
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Royer does not fall into that trap.  The 

only thing that ever feels even slightly out 

of place are several of the boss battles; 

dodge-and-shoot, while being a skill that 

every gamer needs to practice and 

develop, does not really feel indigenous 

to AlberoAlberoAlberoAlbero.  The game is much more 

successful with boss battles such as the 

one that takes place between Dark Alby 

and the dragon inhabiting Slugga Labs: 

this battle tests a specific skill possessed 

only by Dark Alby, and thus feels at one 

with the rest of the game play. 

 

But when I say the puzzles are intuitive, I 

certainly don't mean to say that they are 

by any means simple.  Sometimes, 

especially late in the game, you'll find 

yourself doing a whole lot of head-

scratching.  And, indeed, I've been stuck 

at the same spot for several weeks now: 

 

 
 

(Any help would be deeply appreciated.) 

 

Two things in closing.  First, the game's 

creator-- Chris "Dex" Royer,    has 

apparently stopped making games.  And I 

would like to go on record saying that this 

is a damn shame. 

 

Secondly, as a result of that, his site is 

down, meaning that this game is not 

currently available.  Now, some of you 

might wonder about the utility of writing a 

review of a freeware game that no one 

can get ahold of-- and I am basically 

inclined to agree with your doubts about 

the same. 

 

I guess my hope is that by talking about 

this terrific game, enough persons might 

express an interest in it that its creator 

would do the internet the immeasurable 

service of, if not making games anew, at 

least making this one available again-- or 

give permission to someone else to host it 

for him. 

 

And if that hope fails miserably, I'd still 

like to think these last few pages haven't 

been a total waste; I think AlberoAlberoAlberoAlbero has a 

lot to teach us about good game design, if 

only by proxy. 
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Shotgun NinjaShotgun NinjaShotgun NinjaShotgun Ninja    
Action PlatformerAction PlatformerAction PlatformerAction Platformer by  by  by  by Jonatan Jonatan Jonatan Jonatan SoderstromSoderstromSoderstromSoderstrom 

 
 

In my brief discussion of purposeful and 

arbitrary difficulty in our first issue
1
, I 

neglected to mention that there does exist 

a middle ground between the two-- games 

in which the seemingly arbitrary difficulty 

is on purpose.  Now, remember, I'm not 

talking merely about games that are hard 

or legendary for their level of difficulty, 

which fall under the auspices of 

purposeful difficulty; what I'm talking 

about is difficulty that arises from cheap 

deaths, janky controls and other features 

of bad game design that have earned 

universal derision from today's gamers, 

and games for which cheap deaths and 

janky controls are exactly and precisely 

                                                 
1 p. 21-23. 

the point: games that pride themselves 

not on their ridiculous difficulty, but 

rather the ridiculousness of their 

difficulty. 

 

And such a game is Shotgun NinjaShotgun NinjaShotgun NinjaShotgun Ninja.  Here 

is a game that, like a bad acid flashback, 

brings back tropes we had long thought 

dead, such as the incredibly unforgiving 

single hit-point system (also known more 

colloquially as "one hit, you die"), the 

slight lateral slide after clearing a jump 

and the jumps that require just-so timing 

in order to land on tiny, tiny platforms.  

You will die many, many, many, many, 

many times during the course of this 

game-- hell, during the course of a single 

level-- so many times, in fact, that the 
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player is given unlimited lives.  I think 

that decision goes a long way towards 

adjusting the game's difficulty curve into 

the realm of the possible.  If the game 

had only given you only three lives to lose 

at the slightest slip-up, resulting in a game 

over, or one, as in the notorious Silver Silver Silver Silver 

SurferSurferSurferSurfer, the game's fun factor would be 

decreased considerably. 

  

As it stands, I found the game extremely 

amusing.  It's a game with a definite sense 

of humour, expressed not only in the 

sparkling Dadaism of its opening 

dialogue exchange (and, in stark contrast 

to my well-established game-over-story 

predilections, I found myself starting up 

the game just to experience that opening), 

but, more importantly, in the game play 

itself: every time I died, I didn't ball up 

my hands in frustration or pull out my 

hair; instead, I laughed.  It was 

spontaneous laughter, and joyous, for 

here is a game that reminds us how much 

fun it can be to lose-- and how much fun 

it can be to clutch victory by a hair's 

breath from a game that's so ludicrously 

stacked against you. 

  

Of course, there's a lot more to it than 

that, and I'm not merely being semantic 

when I say the game is an example of a 

kind of purposeful difficulty, because it 

was obviously made with care and love.  

The scoring system, for example, is more 

complex than simply "items = points, kills 

= points".  Not only are points awarded 

for items and defeated enemies, but 

points are subtracted for use of ammo 

and grenades as well as any lives lost.  

Bonus points are awarded for a multitude 

of reasons, including, according to the 

game's instructions, "killing all enemies" 

and "killing no enemies". 

 

The game is comparatively modern, 

given its decidedly retro aesthetic and 

ethos, utilizing such nifty features as wall-

jumping, ceiling-clinging, and the ability 

to peer downwards at possible enemies 

and hazards.  (Again, comparatively 

modern.) 

  

But to call it "retro" or "oldschool", while 

somewhat accurate, is to ultimately do it, 

and its creator, a disservice.  While there 

is a certain nostalgia solicited from the 

audience, it is a nostalgia that's been 

transformed; it's a game that builds on the 

games of yesterday instead of merely 

dismissing them out of hand. 

  

I know this game was made with Game 

Maker and released this past February, 

but I'd like to think instead that it's a 

refugee from a parallel universe, another 

earth where the Commodore 64 

weathered the Great Crash of '83 and 

beat the nascent Nintendo Entertainment 

System for console dominance-- an earth 

where the video game art form 

progressed and flourished within the 

technical limitations of that system.   

  

That, for me, is the only truly plausible 

explanation for a game with the look, 

feel, and difficulty of the Commodore 64 

married to the game play features, 

musical polish, and fun one has come to 

expect as standards for the games of 

today. 
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Department of Shameless SelfDepartment of Shameless SelfDepartment of Shameless SelfDepartment of Shameless Self----PromotionPromotionPromotionPromotion    

 

Acting upon the foolish assumption that you may be interested, I offer some information 

about other things I do.  I would fold this information more concisely into a "Staff" or 

"Contributors" section, but such a section would be rather meager if it featured only myself.  

(You do want to contribute to our next issue, don't you?) 

 

In addition to being a gamer, I'm also-- 

 

a filmmaker,filmmaker,filmmaker,filmmaker,  

 

 My wife and I have made a film called The Man Who Loved, and you can 

 find out slightly more about it at http://manwholoved.blogspot.com .  See the 

 trailer, check out the poster, and check back frequently for updates as we 

 attempt to conquer the festival circuit. 

 

a writer,writer,writer,writer, 

 

 For some time I've written stories and reviews on the USENET newsgroup 

 rec.arts.comics.creativerec.arts.comics.creativerec.arts.comics.creativerec.arts.comics.creative.  There are generally very few comics available-- 

 a more appropriate name might be rec.arts.superhero.prose, if not for the 

 fact that non-superhero stories are also posted.  (Just go with it.)  If you are 

 interested in some of my superhero fiction, such as my award-winning series 

 JOLT CITY, or if you'd just like to read a nice trashy story I wrote about 

 Amish BDSM lesbians, you'll be able to find it there. 

 

and a game designer.game designer.game designer.game designer. 

 

 And while I'll be saying precious little about my games in these pages, I'd 

 like to at least alert you to their presence.  Umbrella AUmbrella AUmbrella AUmbrella Actionctionctionction is a rather 

 clunky platformer I made last year.  It's still moderately fun, I think, despite 

 the clunkiness. 

 

A demo is available for Peerless WonderPeerless WonderPeerless WonderPeerless Wonder, a "top-down action adventure 

game with balls", not to mention a terrible title.  I think it's probably the 

best thing I've ever done, and those who have played it seem to agree. 

Unfortunately, I can count the number of people who have downloaded 

it on one hand.  (Probably the fault of that title.)  If you'd like to buck the 

trend, I assure you I won't mind in the least. 

 

 Sometime after this issue but before the next one, my new game, 

 SpeedrunSpeedrunSpeedrunSpeedrun, should be ready for mass consumption/derision. 

 As the instructions put it, "No lives.  No health.  No score.  Only time." 

 Keep an eye out for it.  It, like my other games and this magazine, 

 should be freely available at http://host-a.net/tomrussell/ . 
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